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SUMMARY

Opticalpropertiesof highly ordered filmsof poly(p-phenyiene) (PPP) on difFerent

substrate%thinfilms of mixturesof conjugated polymers, of iidlereneand its composition

with polymers, molecular J-aggregates of cyanine dyes m frozen matrices have been

studiedwithinthe framework of the Agreement.

Procedures of preparation of highquality vacuum deposited PPP ftis on

different substrates (JTO, Si, GaAs and etc.) were developed. Using time-correlated

singlephoton counting technique and fluorescence spectroscopy the high quality of PPP

ii.bns has been coniirmed. Dependence of structure and optical properties on the

conditions of preparation were investigated. The fluorescence Wtime and spectra of

highly orientedvacuum deposited PPP fihnQwere studiedas a fimc@n of the degree of

polymerization. It was shown for the frosttime thatthe maximumfluorescence quantum

yield is achieved for the chain length approximatelyequal to 35 monomer units. The

selective excitation of luminescence of thin films of PPP was performed in the

temperaturerange from 5 to 300 K. The total intensityof luminescence monotonically

decreases with decreasingtemperature.

Conditionsof preparationof highlycrktallynefidlereneC ~ filmsby the method of

vacuum deposition were found. Composites of C~ with conjugated polymers PPV and

polyacetylene (PA) were prepared. Our resuhs on fluorescence quenching, IR and

resonantRaman spectroscopy are consistentwith earlierreported ukrai%t photornduced

electron transferfrom PPV to C~ and show thatthe electron trander is absent in the

case of the PA - C~ composition. Strong quenching of PPV fluorescence was obsemed

m the PPV - PA blends. The electron transfw from PPV to PA can be considered as one

of thepossiile mechanismsof thisquenching.

The dynamics of photoexcitations in different types of J-aggregates of the

carbocyanine dye was studied at differenttemperaturesm frozen matrices-fie optical

properties of relativelysimple J-aggregateswith pure intrasegmentrelaxatio% which we

have foum$ may clar@ the problem of the. relationship between intrasegment and

rntersegmentprocesses in the formation of luminescent states m more ‘complicai~’”’

conjugated polymer%which is important for construction of electroluminescence and

photosensitive devices.
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1. INTRODWXION

There is considerable scientific and technological rnterestin design, synthesisand

characterizationof organic materials that possess unusual solid state properties. Of

practical rnterest are conjugated polymers [1] and linear molecular aggregates [2],

materialsin which cooperative effkcts have been observed.

The motivation of this research is essentiallytwo-fol+ On the fimdamentallevel

there is a wealth of new solid state chemistry and physics to be uncovered. More

practically, there is the potential for technological applicationsin the rapidly expanding

field of molecular electronics.

As compared to widely investigatedrnorganicstructuresthere are some qualitative

differences which are responsible For the interestingoptical and transportproperties m.

these materials. Due to weaker rntersitebondin~ the electronic structure of organic

systems is much less rigid than m rnorganic semiconductors and changes considerably

upon excitation .The strong electron-phonon interactionleads to highly nonlinear eflix%

such as the photogeneration of solitons and polarons m conjugated polymers. A

complicated rnterplaybetween the strengthsof rntrachainbonding electron-electron and

ekctron-phonon interactionsm conjunction withthe low dielectricconstantand relat&ely

strong disorder forms the physical picture of the elementaryexcitations in conjugated

polymers. Because of complex the controversy still exists m description of such

excitationsin conjugated polymers m terms of eitherof exciton or semiconductor band

model predicting di&erentprocesses berng principalfor the dynamics of the excitations.

[3-6]. Recent subpicosecond fluorescence and transient absorption studies [7], field-

induced fluorescence quenching [6] m addition to series of works on site-selective

spectroscopy ([5] and references there@ this report part J) show that the prim@-

excitations m many conjugated polymers with nongenerated ground state ( including

PPV) should be excitons. JiIthis case the associatedlatticerelaxation energy is relatively

small[5,7’JOn the otherhan& experhmmtalresultsfor some structurallyordered polymer

samplesindicatethe intrinsicenergy eigendatesto be highly delocalim.d [4] and they can

be characterizedm termsof band statesapproach[3].

Therefore the questionswhat theoreticalmodel is&e most adequate one for real

polymer samples (PPV#PP etc.) and what could be the intrinsic optical and electric

propeties of sufficiently ordered structuresare closely reIated to the problem of the

achievable level of structuralorder. In the f&t part of this Report we descnied some

optical properties of highly ordered vacuum deposited films of PPP. The dynamics of

excitationsin such structuresis of great fimdamentaland practicalrnterestand we present

new resultson this subjectm the currentreport.
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Optical properties of conjugated polymers are being studiedm a large extend in

close connection with production and transport of “charge carriers. This problem is

extmxnelyimportant for the development of efficient light-emittingdiodes (LED) and

organicphotodetectors as well.

VW intriguingdual fimction characteristic of conjugated polymer systems has

been recently demonstrated:not only are organic LEDs realizable,but efficient organic

photodetectors [9] and even optocouples [10] can be fiibricated.The photosensitivky of

some polymeric photodetectors is comparable to that of inorganic photodiodes. “The

photornduced ukrafast electron transfix from the excited state of conducting polymer

onto buckminsterfullerene C~ has been shown to be the key process m such

photodetectors [10, 11]. The conditions under which this process is favored are not yet

clear. But it was demonstratedthat for conjugated polymers with degeneratedground

state(polyacetylene) the electrontransferto C~ is inbibiied[12]. The searchand study of

new polymeric systems with photornduced ukrafast electron transfgr open up fiedr

opportunitiesm the developmentof new gcz.mrationof organicphotoelectronic devices.

There is another example of low-dimensional organic structure - molecular J-

aggregates. In this syste~ the intersiteinteraction (dipole-dipole) is much less than m

conjugated polymers while in many other aspects they are very similar (quasi-one

dimensional structurewith delocalized excitations, large disorder etc.) [2,13-15]. The

elementaryexcitations in J-aggregatesare known to be true Frenkel excitons interacting

with phonons [15]. Comparing tie optical excitations dynamics “clothing” by phonons

(self-trapprng)m conjugated polymers and m J-aggregatesone can gain a better insight

rnto the nature of elemcamuy excitations m conjugated polymers as well as in J-

aggregates.

In many photobiological apt+ clusters of organic molecules absorb the

incominglight and transportthe capturedenergy to a reaction center, where the photonic

energy is conwrted rnto a energeticintermediate[16]. Aggregates also play an important

role in industry,where they are used as sendimrs for photographic materials[17] and

, photoconductors for electrogcaphyc applications [18]. It was shown [2] that some

aggregatesexhibit a vw large nonlinearoptical coefilcien~ a feature which can be used

for applicationsm the field of optical cmumunications. Scientifically,aggregates are also

very interestingbecause they bridge the gap between a single molecule and an ordered

crystal.

Although a progress has been achieved m studying optical properties and energy

transfierm systems with localized excitation center% insigdicant attentionwas paid to

systemsof linearchainsegments,particularly,to energy transfii between chaius.
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In this Report we studiedthe opticalpropertiesof highly ordered films of poly@-

phenylene) (PPP) ondifkrent substrates,J-aggregates of the cyanine dyes m difbmt

matrices and the mixture thin films of conjugated polymers and fidkrene and

polyacetylene.

Two optical experimental techniques were mainly used time-resolved

spectroscopy (nano- and picosecond time domains) and selective laser spectroscopy

(fluorescence line narrowing and spectralhole burning). The method of electron

difiiactio~ the IR-spectroscopy and optical microscopy were also used. The select&e

la”= spectroscopy, which has been originallydeveloped for studying impuritymolecules

and ions m solid% was also recently appliedto rnvetigations of poLymersand molecular

aggregates,however, without detailedanalysisof its fatures. For this reaso~ we consider

the generalprinciplesof selectivelaser spectroscopy of molecular systemsm solids.
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2. VACUUM DEPOSITION PREPARED POLY(pPHENYLENE)

(PPP) ORDERED FILMS

2.1. Introduction

In the Report no. 1 [1] we showed the possibility of obtaining highly

oriented PPP films using the vacuum deposition method. h this repo~ we thoroughly

investigatedthe influence of the distancebetween initialPPP powder and a substrateon

which the iilm is formed on the molecular structure, crystal structure and electronic

excitationcharacteristicsof vacuum deposited PPP films.According to our notations, the

distancebetween the evaporatedpowder and a substrateincreaseslinearlywith decreasing”

iilmnumber by steps of 4 mm from 2 cm for the no. 8 fihnto 4.8 cm for the no. 1 film.

The increasem the distancebetween the PPP powder and a substrateresultsm the linear

decreasem the temperaturefrom 400”C for theno. 8 film to 100’C for the no. 1 ti

2.2. Photoh.uninescence Studies

2.21. Introiktion

optical properties of PPP fibPs obtained by vacuum deposition from Kovacic’s

PPPpowder have been investigated m [1]. It was found thatthe qualityand uniformityof

thin- and theirfluorescence quantumyields depend on the type of a substrateand its

temperature.We also detected the fluorescence qumching by the Si substrate.This study

attemptsto investigatemore accuratelyand exactly dependenciesof Fluorescencespectra
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and fluorescence Iif&imeon the temperatureof a quartz substrateand type of substrates

(mew semiconductor and dielectric). We report the results of an investigation of the

effect of the substratetemperature on the length of a polymer chain and crystaMnity

degree of PPP films.

2.2.2 Expm”mental

Fluorescence spectra were investigated using multichannel optical analyser

(EG&G) with nitrogen laserexcitation (337 I@. To investigatefluorescence spectrumof

PPP filmswe use lensto focus laserlightm a spot (less 0.5 mm m diameter).Fluorescence

decay curves were measuredwith an Edinburgh Instrumentsspectrofluotieter 199 by

time-correlatedsinglephoton technique. The flash was a pulsed source with a repetition

rate of 20 ld% and a single-pulsedurationOf 1.2 na Ml width at half maxhnum(fk’lun).

The excitation wavelength was 337 nrn. An analysis of fluorescence decay curve and

experimentalcontrol were carried out with a computer. The fluorescence decay curves

were analysedby a least-squaresiteratie convolution method based on the Marquardt

algorithm[2]. The interpretationof resultsis complicated by the fiwt that atpresentthere

is no single criterionby which the time-resolutionof a fluorescence decay timeinstrument

can be assessed.The most widely used criterio~ which is adequate for most purposes if

used wisely, is thatof the normalisedchi-squared(~2). For a good ~ %2 shouldbe “close

to unity”. There do not seemto be anyhardrulesestablishedfor the minimumnumberof

counts requiredto obtain a given numberof decay parameter.Often seeminglyconflicting

obsemation relatesto the fiwt the more counts acquiredm a decay the worse the %2value.

The reason lies in the systematic errors becoming relatively more impotiant than the

random fluctuationsof the Poissonian data. There are several sources of erro~ (1) the

photomultiplier CO1OUKeffkct, (2) the monochromator cdour effec$ (3) the

photonndtiplierspatialilluminationeffect and (4) source instabilities.Each of them can

limit time-resolution and provide spurious kinetic interpretationif not recognized and
. . .

Our reconvolution soiiware corrizts influences of photonudtiplier and

monochromator CO1OUKeflkct. The linear focused photomukiplier XP2020Q which was

designed for collecting photoelectrons over a relat&elylarge photocathode areawas used

for overcoming spatialilhmination effects. But stabilitycannot be guaranteedwith any

light source (flash-lamp and modelocked laser). Some d.dlkrentialtechniques which

automaticallycorrect for changesm the excitationproiile oiik.r advantagesm thisrespect.

Although dif%rentialtechniqueshave made a considerablecontributionto other branches

of spectroscopy, theirpotentialbenefitshave received littleattentionwith time-correlated

singlephoton counting.
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In order to rnterpretthe process of fluorescence decay we use only one, two and

three exponential fimctions for convolution. One exponential analysis is the most

encounteredrnodeLIt provides the most suitablemodel for testingthe time-resolutionof a

fluorimeter and the level of systematicerror. We tested our fluorimeter using the p-

terphenyl standard (fluorescence lifi%me 1.2 n% ~2=1.1). Two-expommtial analysis is

known to be applied for many years m numerous fields. However, sometimes the

decreasing the ~2 value when using multi-exponential analysis results only in the

appearanceof redundantparametersratherthanin providing a complete descriptionof the

aimml kinetics. Thme-component analysis often has physical meaning. The decay

components must be wel separatedto minimimcorrelation of the parameters.As a rule,

mauydecay cmves can be descriied fiirly well using three-exponentiallaw irrespectiveof

whether or not their values have physical meaning. Hence, some knowledge of the

possible photophysical behavior of the sample,but not only ~2 is necessay for reliable

interpretationof the results.In applyingthree-exponentialfit insteadof two-exponential iii

the danger of over-parametrization greater. Unfortunately,we have no more complex

fbnctions to fit the fluorescence decay (for example, to fit the I?orster energy transkr

kinetics).

2.2.3. Results and Discussion

1. Studiesof dependence of fluorescence spectraandthe fluorescence decay of

PPP M vacuum deposited onto quatz substrateson the length of a polymer chain.

We studied eight samplesdeposited onto a quartz substrate.The temperatureof

substrateswas changed linearlyfrom 100°C till400° C. Thisresultedm dramaticchanges

of allparametersof PPP ~. Investigationof the structuralparameterof PPP i3ms and

detailsof preparationof themaredescriied below in sections2.3 and 2.4. Here we brieily

consider the basic structural results to compare structure of PPP iilrus with their

ffuoreseenceparameters.

FTIR studies showed thatthe length of phenylene chain rncreaseswith increasing

substratetemperature.Fig.1(2.2) shows the dependence of the length of polymer chin (

the number of monomer unitsm polymer chain) on the substratetemperature.The degree

of crystdlinity of PPP fi was investigatedwith the electron W&action method. The

degree of crystal order increaseswith increasing substratetemperature. Samplesnos.

horn 5 to 7 have the orthorhombic crystal structure.The samples are two-dimensional

polycrystals.The crystalconstantsarea=7.8 A and b=5.6 A The sampleno. 8 has a poor

crystal structure. The samples nos. from 1 to 4 also have a poor crystal structure.

Y.Yamazaki et.aL [3] investigatedthe structureof vacuum evaporated thinPPP filmusing

9
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IR spectra and X-ray difiiaction, These results indicatethe existence of oriented single

crystalsm the PPP filmsformed on gold-coated grids(a=7.8 & &5.56 ~ c+.2 A). Note

that singlecrystalswere not found m the films formed on the gridswhich were not coated

with gold. Note that there is a good agreetmmtbetween our results and [3]. For this

reaso~ we have a good possibility for investigating photohuninescence properties

dependingon the lengthof a polymer chain and the degree of the crystal structureof PPP

filmsdeposited on quartzsubstrates.

F~.2(2.2) to Fig.9(2.2) show fluorescmce spectra of PPP films d~osited on

qiuut.zsubstratesat the laser excitation at 337 mu.. These spectra strongly differ from

each other. The spectradiffkr m (1) positions of their- (2) shapes, (3) widths,

(4) andthe presence or absence of the fine vibronic structure.

These figures clearly demonstratethe differencebetween the fluorescence spectra

of difl%rent samples and the distinct dependence on the length of a polymer chain.

F~.10(2.2) shows the fluorescence excitation spectrafor samplesnos. 1-8, which were

monitored at 480 nm. One can see that the excitation spectra of different samples are

dii%rent.F~.11(2.2) and F~.12(2.2) show the dependenceof the fluorescence rntensity

and of the fluorescence bandwidthon the kmgthof a polymer chain. One can see that all

these dependencies exbiiit the same extremum (for the 35 monomer unit)- After this

extrem~ the fluoresce@e intensity and the bandwidth monotonically decrease. The

fluorescence spectraof samplesnos. horn 5 to 7, which aretwo-dimensionalpolycrystals,

have the distinct vibronic structure (the peaks at 436, 459 and 484 rim). Note that

fluorescence spectra of highly crystalline polyparaphenylene have no the vi%ronic

structure [5,6]. It is possible that a decrease m the fluorescence rntensityresults from

increasingnmuber of nonfluorescmt defects thatquenchthe fluorescence.

E.M, Knapp derived the relation between the length of a molecular chain and its

spectroscopic properties[4]. The theory [4] predictsthatthe Ionger the lengthof a ch~

the narrower the fhiorescence bad The experimental points (F~.12(2.2)) are m

agreementwith [4]).

There is considerable disorder m samplesof conjugated polymers and it is the

extent of the electron delocalization ratherthan “thepolymer chains that determinesthe

opticalproperties.Each polymer chainis believed to consistof many conjugated segmmts

separatedby defects such as kinksin the polymer chain. We suppose thatthese defects of

film structuredo not emit. The degree of crystalliuhyof films increases and fluorescence

spectra become more structured with increasing substratetemperature, however, the

fluorescence intensity decreases because of an increase m the number of quenching

defects. The sample no. 8 is not a crystal and its fluorescence spectrum is very broa&

.
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Fig.1(2.2). The dependence of lengthof polymer chainon temperatureof aubatrate.
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FLUORESCENCE SPEC~UM OF PPP FILM n.1

QLT-r7TT
300.0

lnT&- m
650 .0

Fii.2(2.2). The fluorescence spectmm of PPPfihns deposited at 1000 C, sample 1,

(length ofpolyrner chain 7 monomer units).
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FLUORESCENCE SPECTRUM of PPP FILM n.2

Fw.3(2.2). The ilnorescence spectrum of PPP i%ns deposited at 1430 C , sample 2,

(length of polymer chain 14 monomer units).
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180000 FLUORESCENCE SPECTRUM of PPP FILM n.3

.

WAVELENGTH (NM)

F~.4(2.2). The fluorescence speetrum of PPP films deposited at 1860 C , sample 3,

(length of polymer chain21 monomer units).
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FLUORESCENCE SPECTRUM of PPP FILM n.4
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Fg.5(2.2). The fluorescence spectrum of PPP iilms deposited at 2290 C , sample 4,

(length ofpolymer chain28 monomer units).
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‘ FLUORESCENCE SPECTRUM of PPP FILM n.5

F~.6(2.2). The fluorescence speetrum of PPP films deposited at 2710. C , sample 5,

(length of polymer chain35 monomer units).
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FLUORESCENCE SPECTRUM of PPP FILM n.6

Fg.7(2.2). The fluorescence spectrum of PPP films deposited at 3140 C , Sample6,

(length of polymer chain52 monomer units).
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450000

1

FLUORESCENCE SPECTRUM of PPP HLM n.7

F~.8(2.2). The fluorescence spectrum of PPPiilms deposited at 357° C , sample7,

(length of polymer chain69 monomer units).
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FLUORESCENCE SPECTRUM of PPP FILM n.8

*

F~.!3(2.2). ‘IIN fluorescence spectrum of PPP ~ deposited at 4000 C , sample 8,

(length of polymer chain 86 monomer units).



.

‘.n

1,au.

&y, in

Fig.10(2Q) The excitationspectraof vacuum depositedPPP films obtained at evaporation

temperature 680”C and distance between PPP powder and substratumfrom 2cm for

number8 to 4.8cm for number with step4mm ((dSSiOll -480 rim).
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Fig. 11(2.2). Dependence of fluorescence intensity from lengthof polymer chaiu.
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F%. 12(2.2). Dependence of width of fluorescence band fi-omlend of nolvmer ch~rn
.=. ., —.- ___
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shows no viironic structure,and is shiiledto the red relativeto that of samples Nos. 1-7.

We assumethatthe substratetemperatureis too hig& which resultsm the destructionof

the crystalstructureand m the disappearanceof the viironic structure.

Table 1 shows the fluorescence lifktime of PPP * deposited onto a quartz

substrate.We obtained dependencies of the crystal structure of the PPP fihn and the

fluorescence decay on the length of a polymer chain. The Fluorescencedecay was usuaJIy

nonexponential because conjugated segments of polymer chains have diflierentlengths.

The decay law of samplesnos. from 1 to 4 are descriied by two exponential. The two-

e~onential decay can be relatedto the fluorescence of defects. Hthis assumptionis true,

the fluorescence defects will distortthe fluorescence spectra.Note thatfluorescent defm

exist m samples with a poor crystal structure. The iluorescace M&timevirtwdly is

independentof the length of a polymer chain. This is possibly related to the conjugated

length of a polymer chainratherthanto its physicallength. But m crystallinesamples the

fluorescence decay is descriied by only a single“exponential. In our opinim the value of

~2 is not quite good for complete interpretationof the results.We thinkthat exponential

decay is not adequatefor description of the fluorescence decay m conjugated polymers.

Maybe it is more acceptableto use for fitting a set of exponential (from 1 to 100) by the

maximum entropy method [7]. The distribution of coefficients Bi m this method

corresponds to the distributionof conjugatedpolymer lengths.Unfortunately,we have no

corresponding soilware. But m any case, a conventional two-exponential approach gave

consistentresults,which arem agreementvdh structuralinvestigationsof PPP iilms.

2. Studies of dependenciesof fluorescence spectra and fluorescence I.if?etirnesof

vacuum deposited PPP films on the type of substrates(metal A% semiconductor Si and

GaAs, fidlereneC60)

Preparingof PPPfilmson dif%rentsubstratesis very complicated task. We do not

bow optimum conditions for preparingPPP films onto S~ (3a& Au and fidlerene Cm

substrates.The best qyalityPPP filmsare obtainedon the Si substrate.Fig.13(2.2) shows

fluorescence spectra of PPP 5s deposited at 300°C. Ur.diortunately, the substrate

temperaturewas not measuredexactly. The shapeand viironic structureof spectra are

the same as that for a quartz imbstrate.The electron dif&action data show the crystal

structnreof PPP filmson Si But measurementsof the fiorescence decay show thatthere

aretwo emittersm films.One of themhas the samefluorescence decay as in the case of a

quartz substrate (1 ns), whereas the other , 4 ns. We suppose that the fist emitteris

relatedto the conjugatedpolymer, whereasthe latterone corresponds to def~.

Fig. 14(22) shows the fluorescence spectrum of the PPP film deposited onto a

- substrateat 300° C. The data on the fluorescence decay are presentedm Table 1.
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Table 1. The best%t parameterfor fluorescence decay of PPP polymer film deposited onto

d.if&ent substrate.Decay faw is B1 exp(-t/@+B2 exp(-t/ tz)

?!2

The numberof
monomer~mk

in polymer ~1(ns) BI %2(ns) B2
chain,number

of sample,
substrate,

fluorescence
wavelength

(rim)
7, n.1, quartz, 2.3 0.149 10.1 0.029 1.8

490
14, n.2, quartz, 2.2 0.191 11.9 0.022 1.5

490
21, n.3, quartz, 2.6 0.231 13.2 0.019 3.8

490

28, n.4, 1.3 0.233 9.8 0.0114 1.8
quartz,460

28, n.4, 1.8 0.232 10.6 0.0175 1.9
quartz,484

35, n.5, quartz, 1.1 0.298 1.8
460

35, n.5, quartz, 1.4 0.316 1.9
484

52, n.6, 1.0 0.1447 1.9
quartz,460

52, n.6, 1.2 0.352 1.8
quartz,484

69, n.7, 1.3 0.326 1.9
quartz,460

69, n.7, 1.4 0.351 1.7
quartz,484

86, n.8, 1.5 0.207 1.9
quartz,516

Sl, 455 0.9 0.110 4.1 0.009 1.1

GaAs, 460 0.8 0.333 3.8 0.045 1.7

GaAs, 484 1.1 0.235 4.5 0.055 1.8

Au, 484 0.5 0.174 2.1 0.109 1.7
Au, 500 0.5 0.135 2.2 0.435 1.8

- .. .-, .- ---- I .-
I-ullerene,484 I 1.2 I u.nJu I I I 1.”/
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They are similarto those for Si substrate,berng descriied by two exponential andhaving

the samefluorescence lifetimes.

Fig.15(2.2) shows the fluorescence spectmm of PPP films deposited onto Au

substrate.Ufio-tely; the ape d@+ no~;djow the Vdironic structure and the

fluorescence rntensityis notti M@ as m the case Qf -~ semicgnducttg. This may result

whether from the fluorescence quenching by a metal or from poor conditions of

deposition of the PPP powder onto the ‘Au.substrate.Note that while the fluorescence

decay is descriied by .IX&iXC@Ieritiiikas tithe cas& of XI and W@ the fluoresce

lifktimes are smalki (4.5 m ~d 2.1 ns). This supports the assumption about the

fluorescencequenc~g by a @al [8].

The fluorescence wench& by S< && and Au substrateswere describedwithin

the Iiamework of the classicaltreatmat of energy tranafbrfrom a semddmrmolecule to a

substrate.This theory considersthe coupling between electric d@oles of the electronically

excited senshim and of the substrateacceptor ‘[8,9]. Heeger et.al [10] have establiih~

that the luminescence of MEH-PPV is quenched by fidlerene C~. They proved the

existenceof the photoinduced electron tranafkrfrom conductingpolymer to fidlerene.The

quantum efficiency for the charge transiieris about unity. The photornduced electron

transfkrfrom MEH-PPV to C~ occurs on the subpicosecond time scale. Therefore, it is

of particularrnterestto study the fluorescence of the PPP 5 on the fidlerene layer

(Fig.16(2.2)). This spectrum shows the same vibronic structure and the &orescence

Mktimeas those obsemed for a quartz substrate.However, the fluorescence intensityis

low6r by a fwtor of 13. This can be explainedif one assumedthatthe fluorescence of the

PPP filmlocated near the fidlerenelayer is completely quenchedby fidlerene,so thatonly

the fluorescence from the other side of the PPP Iilrnis observed.

2.3. FTIR Studies

The KBr substrateswere prepared for measurementof IR spectga of vacuum

deposited PPP films. The substrateswere placed at the same distance from the PPP

powder as the qyartz substrate.AnaJysisof IR spectra allows one to determinethe PPP

film structureand the conjugation chain length [1,1 1]. Analysisof the Ill spectrashowed

thatPPP samplesobtained on K13rsubstrategenerally could be divided rnto two groups.

The &at one consists of samplesno. 1 and no. 2 obtainedat temperaturebelow 150°C.

For exampleF~.1(2.3) shows spectrumof the sampleNo. 1. The second one consists of

samplesobtainedathighertemperatures.The spectnunthat is typical for thattemperature

rntervalis shown in Fig.3(2.4) m the [1]. A comparison of the spectra m Fig.1(2.3) and

FigS(2.4) with the spectrum of the initialPPP powder (Fig.2(2.4) of [1]) shows that
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IR spectra of the samplesobtained at low substratetemperatureare very much alikethe

spectrom of the initialPPP powder. With increasing substratetemperature, the 1400-

1375 cm-xband rntensityalso rapidlyincreases.For PPP samplesobtained at the substrate

temperature300°- 350”C, the 1375 cm-l band is the most rntenseamong absorption

bands m the Ill spectra of PPP (F~.3(2.4) and Fig.4(2.4) of the [1]). Probably, this is

connected with the growth of the quinoid structure m PPP chains. Jh additbq as the

tem&ature increases the PPP chain length also increases. Calculations of the chain

len@ give 6-8 phenyl rings for the sampleno. 1, 35-40 phenyl rings for the sample

no. 5 and 80-100 ringsfor the sampleno. 8. The IR spectrumof the sampleno. 8 is shown

to exhibit the additionalbands m the 600-1000 cm-l region. The bands m this region

characterize the type of substitution m phenyl ring and suggest the formation of

intermolecularbonds athightemperature.

2.4. Studies of the PPP Film Crystal Str%cture

Investigations of the crystal structure of vacuum deposited PPP iihns were

pdormed with the method of electron difliztctionon an MP-102 elect.ronographwith the

accelerating voltage of 75kV and beam diameter of 0.2rnm IiI additio~ studies were

performed with a TESLA-BS-540 transm& on electron microscope with the accelerating

voltage of 100kV. The crystalstructureof &ff&rentmotivations of PPP was investigated

by methodsof X-ray [12-14] and electron [15-17] difiktion. Electron diffractionanalysis

of vacuum deposited PPP films were descriied m [16,171. It was shown that PPP films

evaporated on the carbon-coated grids gave nine electron difliaction rings [16]. Many

&Traction patternsindicatingsingle crystalswere obtained m the PPP - formed on

gold-c6ated grids [16]. The regularelectron difliaction spots are taken as an indicationof

the formation of oriented aystailine PPP forms on carbon substrateat 150°C [17]. The

results were explained by assuming that PPP molecules are arranged essentially

p6rpendic&riy to the sorl%ceof the substrate.

In this repo~ we studied tramnmm“ “on and reflection electron dii3ktion of

vacimrndeposited PPP 5. In the lattercase we used quariz and ailicxmsubstrates.It

was shown that an increase m the substratetemperatureresoks m an increase m the

crYs@I@ of Ppp h me highest crystallindydegree was shown by films with nos.
from 5 to 7. For example, l@.1(2.4) shows the electron &&action patternof the filmno.

6 on the carbon-coated grid taken with a transmissionekctron microscope with the

electron beam incident perpendicularlyto the substrate surfkce. Fig.2(2.4) shows the

ekctron d.ifliactionpatternof free standingfilmno. 6, which was transfixed onto the pure

gri~ takenwith an electronographwith the electron beam incidentperpendicularlyto the
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Fig.1(2.4).Trm&m electron difliaction pattern of PPP film number 6 prepar~ on

carbon-coated grid.
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Fig.2(2.4).Tr ansmkaion eleetron difiiaetion pattern of free standingPPP ilm number 6

preparedon cvartz substratum.
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grid smfhce. Unfortunately,the method of trausfkrring.ofPPP filmson grids did not allow

to guaranteetheir horizontal location relativeto the electron bea& For this reason we

took electron diifiaction patternswith differentanglesbetween the electron beam and a

@d. It was shown that most crystal PPP films are formed at the substratetemperature

300-350”C. The difbction pattern showing spots @Sg.l(2S) for the electron beam

diameter0.2 mm allows one to consider these films as high oriented two-dimensional

polycrystals. The crystal orientation of PPP iilmi and their lattice parameters were

calculatedfrom the electron diihction data.Calculationswere made by assumingthatthe

ciystal system is o~orhombic with a=O.78 am and b=O.56 am AU planar distances

calculated from the electron diffraction spots agree with the calculated values of

parametersa andb. These parametersarethe sameasthose m literature[16,171.

It was shown that crystalstructureof vacuum deposited PPP films changes with a

decreasein the substratetemperature from ahnostmonocrystalvia cmved polycrystal to

powder with low crystallinhy.The aystal An&we of PPP iilms also depends on the

substratenature. Fig.3(2.4) shows the reflection electron M&action pattern of the PPP

film obtained on Si at 300”C. One can see thatthe S1substratealso allows one to obtain

high-orientedPPP iihns.

All the results obtained can be reasonably explained by assuming that at the

substratetemperature 300° - 350”C vacuum deposited PPP molecules are arranged

substanti& perpendicularto the smfkce of the substrate.

2.5. Study of PPP Films with the Optical Microscopy

An MBI-15 optical microscope was used for investigation.It was Shownthatthe

transparencyof PPP filmstransparencyandtheirabilityto iwatterthe light depend both on

the evaporationtemperatureand the substratetemperature.The most transparentHT PPP

films which form at the substratetemperatureabove 400*C. Ufiortunately, these flhns

show very low photohuninescence rntensity.The MT PPP fbs are highly oriented and

crystalline.However, they partisly scatterthe light and theirmorphology resembles that

of liquid crystaliilms m the electric field. Fig.1(2.5) shows the optical microscope image”

of the M7 PPP iilmno. 5 taken atthe magnification

be seen from the Fig.1(2.5) which are, probably,

rndexandbelong to areaswith &if&rentcrystahity.

.

of 1400. Two types of fragmentscan

characterized by dii%rent refraction
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Fig.3(2.4),Reflehon electron difliaction patternof PPP fihnprepared on Si substratumat

substratumtemperature300”C.
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Fig.1(2.5).Optical micrograph of vacuum deposited MT PPP film number 5 taken with

magnification1400.
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2.6. Selective Luminescence Spectroscopy at Low Temperatures

Theluminescencespectrumof the PPP fihn excited by laserm the Iong-wavekmgth

absorption region (v= < 21840 cm-l) reveals the following f-tures with decreasing

temperature:

(1) The total rntensityofhnniuescmce decreasesmonotonically(see Fig. 1(2.6)).

(2) The ill-resolved structure appears at T <200 K instead of the smooth red

shoulderobsemed atroom temperature(see Fg. 2(2.6)).

(3) The first rntenseviironic peak exhibitsthe relativelynarrow shoulder on its

hi&fmquency side at T <80 K

(4) The spectral width of the transitionrelated to this shoulder determinedby

computer fitting increases with temperature.However, the poor resolution of the. two

peaks does not allow one to infix the particularbroad&ing law.

(5) The spectral position of the main vibronic peak is virtudy independent of

temperaturem the range studied(,6-200 K).

(6) Thw the dependence of Vm on V= at 10 K diffkrs only slightly from that

obtainedpreviously [1] atroom temperaturefor the same sample(Fig. 3(2.6)).

The firstporntis very surprisingatthe firstglance. The temperaturedependence of

the luminescenceintensity(Fig. 1(2.6)) is rnversedwith respectto thatgenerallyobserved

for molecules and polymers (e.g., PPV). But if one adopts the widely used doublewell

ground state potential model elaborated for p-terphenyl molecule [18,19], this behavior

becomes clear. Indee~ p-terphenyl molecule, which can be considered as a parent

molecule for PPP, has non-planar configuration m the ground state with the internal

phenylring twistedfrom the plane of the two end phenyl rings.At high temperature the

molecules are statisticallyplanar. In the excited state, the molecules are planar at all

tezhperatures. Therefore, because p-terphenyl molecules are stabilized at iow

temperaturesin one of the two valleys of the double-wel poten@ the absorption

oscillator strength is limited by a small Frank-Condon fhctor. In this model the

luminescenceoscillatorstrengthis rndependmtof temperature.The luminescencerntensity

is proportional to the absorption oscillator strength multiplied by the luminescence

qyantum yieid. Because the luminescence rntensityof PPP increases with temperature “

(Fig. 1(2.6)) iu the same way as the absorption coefkient ofp-terphenyl [20], we can

suppose that the quantumyield is virtudy independent of temperatu.ieat least for the

excitation frequency used. Therefore, we can apply the following expression for the

luminescencerntensity

F= FO+Aexp(-E/kT),
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where I?o and A are emstants and E is the barrierheight betsveen two valleys. The

approximationof our databy (1) gives E = 140 *35 cm-i. The fitting cmve is shown m

F’ig. 2(2.@ It was found for thep-terphenyl molecule that E = 190 cm-’ (at 300 K) and

240 cm-l (at 200 K) [18]. Thus, our value obtained for PPP is of the same order of

-de as thatof>terphenyl

The observation of this unusial temperature dependence of the huninescence

rntensitycan have some practicalapplication.probably it would be usefid to heat slightlya

sampleto obtain higher photohuninescence and possibJyelectroluminescencerntensityof

PPP film

The cmiqmter approximationof the luminescence spectrum obtained upon laser

excitation at 21839 cm-l at 50 K by six Gausaiansm the 16600- 20700-cm-1region gives

the following tranahionfrequencies 20380, 19850,19150, 18470, 17780 and 17070 cm-l.

If the laser frequency is m resonance with the pure electronic transhion(m the absence of

energy relaxation) these transitionscorrespond to viironic fkpxmcies al= 1460, W=

1990, m= 2690, coA=3360, cos= 4060, and w 4770 cm-l. The first frequency al,

corresponds to the ill-resolvedshoulder of the rntensepeak at ~.. The second frequency

w is close to that observedinthe IR spectraof the initialPPP powder (1930 cm-l m Fig.2

(2.4) of [1]) and of the PPP film (1950 cm-’) [14]. The third frequency@= 2 @l..If the

third peak is rndeed an overtone of the fist one, we can obtain the frequency 01 more

precisely because the third is better resolved. Therefore, @l= ~ 2 = 1345 cm-l. This

frequency is very close to the intenseIR line at 1375 cm-l (see Fig. 3(2.4) in [1]) of the

PPP ~ which was assignedto the C-C skeletalviiration. The frequency OAis close to

the 3030 cm-lIR lineassignedto the C-H stretchvibration[14]. Frequenciesos andcobare

possiily some overtones or composite vibrations(05s 2 @.

The coniputer simulationof the two &at peaks with fixed transitionfrequencies:

@i= 1375 cn# and ~ = 1930 cm-l obtained from JR-spectra showed that the first peak

(observed as a shoulder) broadens with temperature(Fig. 4(2.6)), vdmeas the spectral

width of the second one is almost constant over the entire temperaturerange from 6 to

300 K The reasons of such a behavior are now unclear. One can suppose that the iirst

Vi’ironic transition(col) is coupled with phonons having smallerdispersion of fkquencies

thanthatof phonons coupled with the second transition(c@.

The dependence of v= correspondingto the second viirotic transition(@on v=

at 10 K is shown m Fig. 3(2.6). The similardependencefor room temperatureobtainedm

[1] is also presetedm thisfigure. Some decreasein the emissionfkquency observed at 10

K resultsfiomthe low-temperaturesplittingof thepeak diwuwed above.
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3. STUDY OF J-AGGREGATES

3.1. Introduction

It has been discovered long ago that cyanine dyes can form specific aggregates

witltvery narrow absorptionband shiftedto the red relativeto thatof monomer [1,2].

Polarization data m the streaming solutions suggested that the linear-extended

structureof J-aggregateshave [3]. Physical length of them is not well establishedand is

estimatedto be from 101 to 105 of molecules [4]. These systemsare quitewell organized

and as m the case of molecular crystals,their excited statesean be descriied by Frenkel

excitons. Exciton motion m J-aggregatesis considered to be restrictedby one dimension

and finitechainlength-However, it turnsout thatthe model of the ideal rigid linearchain

can not describe all opticalpropertiesof such systems.J-aggregatesare usuallyembedded

m amorphousreed@ thatimpliesthe greater structuraldisorderas compared to molecular

aytals. This disorder can be descriied by the inhomogemmusdktributionof energies of

sites(diagonal disorder) and by the distributionof resonance coupling constantsbetween

sites (non-diagonal disorder) [5,6 and refwences therein]. Moreover, in reality some

clef- can break the whole chainrnto the relatively decoupled segments.The segments

areusuallyassumedto be clef- free linearchainsof finitelengths.The disorderresultsm

the iuhomogeneous line broadening, although the statiomuy states are still delocalized

over particularsegment lengths. In additio~ the real chain is not rigid and its vibrations

afliect the exciton dynamics through exciton-phonon coupling. Thus, J-aggregates in

solutionsarehighly anysotropic(quasi-ondimensional) restrictedsystemswith staticand

dynamicaldisorder.

However, the degree of topological anisotropy and therefore the applicabilityof

the one-dimensionalchain model for J-aggregates are not establishedexperirmmtailyso

fir. Even indirect indicationsof fiactal dirnensionalityare reported m the literature[7J.

The exciton-phonon interaction m lattices of difkrent dimensionality results in

qualitativelydifferent temperaturebehavior of optical spectra [8]. In particular, very

interestingphenomenon of the exciton self%rapprngby latticephonons can reveal itself

variously,depending cruciallyon the systemdimensionalityand size restrictions[9-14]. It

has been found theoretically for 3D system that if the parameter of exciton-phonon

coupling exceeds some criticalvalue, the stable self-trappedstate(ST) appearsbelow the

bottom of ihe band of free excitonic states(F) [9,10]. In this case two energy minimaare

separatedby a potentialbarrier.On the other han~ as has been shown by Rashba [9] in

iofinite strictly lD chain the self-trapprngoccurs for -anynon-vanishing exciton-phonon

coupling andthe barrierbetween ST and F statesis absent.In this case the stablestateis

.



tie ST state at any coupling constant. K however, the system is not strictly lD,

possessing nevertheless a high anisotropy (quasi-ondimensional), the potential barrier

reappears[15,16].

There are only few examplesof experimentalobservation of self-trapprngm 3-D

organic crystalswith molecules capable to form excimers ([17J and refwemes therern).

This limit@ion results from a lack of long-range interaction of Frenkel excitons with

optical phonons and from a requirement of quite strong interaction with acoustical

phonons [11]. Note, however, that for quasi-one dimensionalsyst% these limitations

are lifted [11]. Neverthele% experimentalobservations of ST statesm such systemsare

also few m number. To mention only the experiments on tetracyanoplatinates[16],

halogen-bridged mixed-valencemetal complexes [18] and organic p-conjugated polymers

[19,20].

Self%rapprngm J-aggregateshas not bem establisheddirectly, but some indirect

indicationsof thisprocess arepresentm the Ii&ature [21,22]. k [21] the very wide and

rntense red tail m the fluorescence spectrum has been observed at liquid helium

temperatures,trsm&ormingto the separatewide red-shiftedpeak at 77 K [21b]. Authors

attributed these spectral fwtures to self%rapping of excitons assisted by excimer

formation. The mathematicalanalysisof fluorescence decay kinetics m the region of red

peak provides an evidence againstthe trapprngby low-energy monomer traps [21b]. Also,

the non-exponentiality of decay and the red sbiiling of time-resolved fluorescence

spectrum suggest the emissionfrom unrelaxedST state. In another commmu‘cation [22a]

the appearance of the red tail m the fluorescence spectrum and the broadening of the

spectrumduringhundredsof picosecond was attributedto the self-trapprngmechanismas

one of possibilities.

Our work is devoted to the experimentalinvestigation of- exciton relaxation in

molecular J-aggregates of thiacarbocyaninedye and the in.fluenee of electron-phonon

coupling on their optical spectra. It has been found experimentallythat the fluorescence

spectrum is much more wnsitive to the temperaturechange in the range 5- 140 K

compared to the absorption spectrum Thus, we paid particular attention to the

temperaturedependenciesof the shape,width andred tail of the fluorescence spectrum.In

intermediatetemperatureregion 40- 120 K an additional“red” peak coe@ts with the

main‘%lue” peak At T <30 K andT >120 K only the bluepeak is observed.

Fluorescence polarization experimentshave been pdormed to obtain additional

informationon molecularstructurecorrespondingto thesetwo peaka.
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Our observationsrndicatethe quasi-one-dimensionalcharacterof exciton motion m

J-aggregates We recogniie two exciton relaxation processes both resulting m some

exciton localization.

Persistentspectrid hole hming experinmts show the significance of processes

with one-phonon emission even at very low temperatures.This leads us to the conclusion,

thatthe fluorescence spectrum of the “bIne” peak cau be formed by clothed (or dressed)

excitonswhich can be associatedwith the W stepsof trapprngprocess. Detailed analysis

of the ‘%lue” peak based on fluorescence spectroscopy at low temperaturessuggests the

bhrrierlessself-trapprngprocess is essentialm formationof thispeak.

The appearance of additionalmaximumm fluorescence spectrum at intermediate

temperaturesis dkmssed m terms of temperatuwinduced chain photo-rearrangement

rnvolvingtunneling&rough potentialbarrieratlow temperatures( T <30 K).

3.2. Experimental

The 3,3’,9-triethyl-5,5’-dichlorothiacarbocyanine iodide (TDC) dye was

synthesizedat INFO-PHOTO LTD., Moscow tid used without fi.utherpudication.

For preparation of J-aggregatesthe TDC was dissolved m a 3:2 volume water /

ethylene glycol (WEG) mixture upon heating up to 70 ‘C. The solutions with dye

concentrationof- 3 x 10’3 M were cooled to room temperature,put rnto a dismountable

glass cell 200 or 400 pm m &ickness, then cooled m an Ch&ordInstrumentsCF-204

helium cryostat to 250 K and kept at this temperaturefor 10-30 min. At this stage a

narrow J-band appears at 618 mu m absorptionspectrumof the dye. Then the samples

were placed into liquid nitrogen where theywere frozen for about 30 s, againplaced into

a cryostat at 80 K and finally cooled down to liquid helium temperature. Some

experimentswere accomplished at 77 K m liquidnitrogencryostat.

Fluorescence excitation and hole burning were performed with an argon laser-

pumped cw Cohekent CR-699-21 ring dye laser operated with Rhodamine 6G m

nndtimode regime with a linewidth of about 0.1 cm-l. The transmissionspectra were

recorded using a stabilized filament lamp and a double spectrometer. The hole spectra

were detected with a resolution 0.6-1 cm ‘1. A procedure of obtaining of the true hole

width is described m Section 5. picosecond fluorescence l&time measuremmts were

pdormed using the Antares 76-dye 702-system(Coherent). The fluorescence sigrd was

detected by method of up-conversion. The system and method were described m the

Report Part 1, sect.2.1.



3.3 Results and Discussion

3.3.1 General V&w of Spectra of Samples withJ-Aggregates of TDC

An increase of concentration of the ‘I’DC!m water and WEG solutions resultsm

the rntgmsebroad absorption at 520 mn (usually assignedto the H-baud and dimers) and

two narrow bands at 640 and 618 mu- The lattertwo narrowbands are red-shifbd related

to the monomer absorption maximum(554 mu) and correspond to dif%rent types of J-

aggregates,Fig.1(3.3). The rntensityof the short-wave (6 18 nm) band increasesgradually

~ the cuswttethickness,whereas that of the long-wave (640 mu) does not depend on

thisparameter.This can implythatthe long-wave band belongs to J-aggregatesformed at

the cell - whereasthe short-wave band is relatedto J-aggregatesformed in the bulk

of solution.lh the 400 pm- thick cell the short-wave J-aggregatesdominate.The 640 nm

band ahuostdisappearsupon freezing even m thin cells. In thiswork we restrictoursdves

to the study of the short-wave band, (which &n have, however, its own structure,s&

below). The absorptionand fluorescence short-wave J-bandsof TDC m WEG solution at

6 K are presentedm Fig.2(3.3). In frozen solution the absorptionmaximumissbifbdto

the blue by 7 nm and occurs at 611 nm (16360 cm-l)- One can see, thatthe fluorescence

band at 5 K is narrower and shiiled to the red (by OS. 100 cm-l ) with respect to the

absorptionband. Moreover, the fluorescence band is asymmetricwith abruptedge on the

high-energy side andthe smooth Ml m the low-energy side. The absorption spectrumhas

a more symmetricshape.

It has been found that the fluorescence spectrum is much more sensitive to the

temperaturechange m the 5-140 K range compared to the absorption spectrunLAt the

intermediatetemperaturesthe short-wave fluorescence J-bandreveals additionalstructur6

@ii.3(3.3)). However, m absorptionthisadditionalred peak is absent,see Fii.4(3.3).

It has been establishedearlierthat J-aggregates of TDC cloride can exist m three

diikmt forms m aqyeous solutions at room temperature[23]. Their absorption maxim

have bees found at 642 mu (JI ), 623 run (J2) and 619 mu (J3). The Jl -aggregate was

&own to reveal no high stabilityand to be readily transformedinto the lattertwo forms.

The J3-aggregatewas preparedby heating of the TDC solutionup to 50° C or by stirring.

It has also been discovered that Jzand J3a@regates can coexist in some cases [23]. As

was mentioned above we do not consider the J1-bandthere because it disappearsupon

fieezhyy The assignmentof our red and blue fluorescence p- coexisting m frozen

solution to the Jz and J3 -aggregates of Hada respectively is based on their spectral

positions (taking into account the blue shifl ahr freezing) and separation.‘I%% we shall

use below these notations for our red and blue peaks. However, in contrast to resultsof
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Hada et sL, we obsemed m fresh samplesthe coexistence of Jz and J3 -bands only m

fluorescence spectrmq convetig from one to another as temperature changes. The

absorption spectrumusuallydoes not exhibitJzpeak at any temperature(see F~.4(3.3)).

Only m rare cases (for aged samples) we obtained the absorption spectrum with an

appreciable red shoulder. In these samples the red peak m &e iluore~ee spectrum

dominatesover the blue one andtheirrelativerntenaitiesare independentof temperature.

3.3.2 I@mzwence Pohrn”zation

The fluorescence anisotropyspectrnmof our “sampleat 77 K is shown m Fig.5(3S). The

steady state fluorescence anisotropy value A = (111-IAY(L1+21A),(LI, I* are the

iluoreacence intensitiespolarizedparallelandperpendicukrlyto excitation polarization)m

a rigid matrixreflects the anglebetweentransitiondipoles of excitation and emission.One

can see from F~.5(3.3) thatthe A for blue peak is negative and high m absolutevalue if

the fluorescence is excited beyond the J-b&d. This fiwt agrees well with the assumption

thatthe angle between the absorptiondipole (H-band) and the emission dipole (J-band) is

close to 90° [23b]. Rather more intriguingfhct is a small variation (by less than 30

percents) of anisotropym passingto the red peak andthe reproduction of the fluorescence

spectrumstructurem the anisotropyspectrum.This persistence of anisotropyvalue from

the blue to the red peak suggests the absence of energy transf= betwetm randomly

oriented units. Jndee& if the latter occur% the fluorescence would be virtudy ahnost

depolarized after a singletrsider act [24]. Therefore,if the energy transk process really

populates the red statesof our systemthe anglebetween the dipole moments of segments

responsible for the blue and red peaks m fluorescence should be small enougk hi othef

words, the segmentscan not belong to ~erent chainsrandorrdyoriented with respectto

each other. Moreover, the fiorescence anisotropy values, recorded at maximaof each

peak viuy m parallelas a fimctionof excitation wavelengths and become positive upon

resonance excitation m J-ban~ see Fig.6(3S). These results show that emissiondipole

moments.of both peaks arehighlycorrelatedm orientation.

3.3.3 TemperatureDependent Js -~ J~Photoconversion

A ratherinterestingresultis the temperaturedependentphototran&ormstionof the

Js form to the Jz form As the temperaturerncreasesfrom 5 to 40 K the .iluorescence

maximumshifLsto the red and the band broadens considerably, Fig.3(3.3). At 30-40 K

an additionalred shiftedshoulder(or resolved peak m other samples) appearsagaiustthe

background of the smooth red wing. The relatie rntensityof this red Jrpeak reaches a
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maximumat 40-60 K and decreases smoothlywith a fintherrncreasein temperature(see

~-3(303)). One can see that at 100- 140 K the red shoulder disappears. At these

temperaturesthe fluorescence spectrumhas againthe red wing without any iullectioqs and

maxima. It should be noted that the disappearance of the red band at elevated

t~eratures is not due to the simultaneousbroadening of both peaks. The spectrum at

139 K is even narrowerthatthatat 70 K.

Note that the relatie rntensityof the J2-banddepends on the samplepreparation

procedure but has a similartemperaturedependence for d.ifkrmt samples (F&.7(3.3)).

The Jz-peak (if resolved) has a width 1.5-2 timesgreaterthanthatof the Jspeak.

As was -mentionedabove m the aged samples Jz and Js bands can sometimes

coexist m absorption spectrum as w~ but they do not convert to each other either m

absorption or m,fluorescence spectra as temp~ture changes. These fhcts suggest very

interestingresultthatthe J2-formcan be prepared eitherbeforehand by specialprocedure

[23a] or only by virtue of transformationof excited J3-aggregate.In the lattercase the J%

band is observed only m the fluorescmce spectrum

Another evidence of conversion of excited Jsto Jz-aggregateis the dependence of

their relative rntenshyon the excitation wavelength+shown m Fig.8(3.3). .The relative

rntensityof two peaks depends only slightly on the excitation frequency, while their

individualabsorption spectra are qualitativelydifferentm thisfrequency range [23a]. The

extinctioncoefficient for Js-aggregaterises from 600 nm to the blue, whereas that of Jz-

aggregates fills down [23a]. Thus, one would expect a decrease m the relative red (J2 )

peak rntensitywithincreasingexcitationfrequency.However, the situationis reversed (see

F~.8(3.3)). ,

The fhct thatJs and Jzpeaks coexist m the fluorescence spq whereas in the

absorption spectrum only the J3peak is observed can be explained eitherby the energy

transfii fiozu J3to Jzor by structuralrearrangem&tupon excitation.There are, however,

severalexperimentaltidings which are diflicultto rnterpretwithinthe fhunework of the

energy trans&rmodel The non-monotonic temperaturedependence of the fluorescence

spectrum is the strongest indication against shnple energy trsnat%rmechanism of

population of states responsible for the red peak. Akhou~ in some doped molecular

crystalsthe energytrander rateis found to be temperaturedependent[25, 26], the relative

luminescencerntensityof donor and acceptor changesmonotonically [25].

The non-monotonic qualitative changes m the fluorescence spectrum with

temperaturesuggest that the process aualogous to .seMtrapprngof exciton on lattice

deformation takes place. hde~ Sumi and Toyozawa [271 calculated luminescence

qmctrum and shown that an additional red peak m the Iumineswa.tcespectruq
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corresponding to the deeper minimum m adiabatic.potential can appear for suitable

electron-phonon coupling strength.Furthermore,they predict this peak to disappearat

elevated temperatures.This is due to the effi of giant oscillator strength of trapped

stateslying vexy close to the bottom of the free exciton band [28]. At su.fkiently high

temperaturesthese states are thermallypopulated. & for absorptio~ no additionalred

peak was predicted by the model [271 at any eleetron-phonon coupling strength.

Therefore, our experimentsare well descrii by the model of two energy minim in the

excited stateseparatedby the potentialbarrier(Fig.9(3.3)); The disappearanceof the red

peak at T >100 K is a strong evidence m fkvor of the trappingmechanism The model of

Sumi and Toyozawa does not take rnto account a finite I&time of the excited state and

“thus does not show the absence of the red peak m luminescence spectrum at low

temperatures.~ however, the free exciton Wtime is much amakr than the time of

tunnelingthroughpotmtial barrier,the ST statecould not be populated during excitation.

The drastic rise of the red peak m fluoresce% at around 30-40 K m our case (s&

F~.7(3.3)) impliesthe overcoming of potentialbarrierof ca. 30 cm-l height.

There is a close correspondence of our spectralresultsivith kineticmeasurements

of Karnalovet A m J-aggregatesof another dye (BIC) [22]. The activationenergy of the

non-radiativechannelof the electronicrelaxationwas measured[22b] to be of 30-40 cm-

1. The broadening of the fluorescence spectrum and the appearanceof the red tail occur

during300-500 ps at 4.5 K [22a], but these changes occur without any measurabledelay

at T B 50K @.amalov, private cornmunication].On the other han~ the lifetime at liquid

heliumtemperaturesis only 100 ps m BIC J-aggregates[22b].

Th~ the fhct of self-preparationof Jzfrom the excitedJq-form could be relatedm

a most reasonable way to the process of self%rapprngof exciton rnvolving chs&

deformationor redgnment by the electronic excitation. This is based upon the observed

broadeningof the Jrband andits behatior at elevatedtemp%ures (see above). The two

states(J3and Jz) are separatedby a potentialbarrier,thatis m apparentcontradictionwith

ini3niteperfbct lD system. But this can be overcomed ~posing some deviation from

strict one-dimensional@ of J-aggregate structure (e.g. [71). In this case the potential

barrierreappears. This has been shown theoretically and experimentallyfor quasi-one-

d.i12WlSiOlld semicimductors[15, 16].

The molecularstructureof two forms of aggregatesuuder investigation(J2andJ3)

m solution is not establishedat present. In genera diflkrentphysically distinct linear

arrangement@revealing appreciablered-shifted J-bandshave been discusd m literature

[29-31]. The most frequentlyused are the staircase armngemen~the brickstone work

arrangementand the W-like arrangement.Jn the dipoldpole approximation of the

.
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intermoleculartmnsfkr rntegralthe staircasearrangementhas only one allowed optical

trmsition depending on the tilt angle of monomq long axes with respect to chain axes.

For smallangles (CX< 54.?) only a transitionto the bottom of excitonic band (J-transition)

is allow~ @t for large angles (et > 54.70), only a tmnsitionto the top of the band (H-

transkion) is allowed [30]. The TDC Js -aggregate m solution posses a strong &

transiti~ whereasthe J-transitionis weaker (see [23] and F’ig.1(3.3)). On the otherhan&

for the system revealing only Jraggregate, the H-transhionis completely forbidden [23].

This could imply the staircaseor W-like arrangementswith large tilt angles (a >54.70 or

~“> 45°, resp~~) for&e J~-fo~ The Jrfo~ canhave eitherthe stair(aseandW-1ike

structures with small angles or the briclc%one work arrang-t. (Reich et al. [32]

assigned the 620-623 nm band of J-aggregate of T.DC on ‘@r surfkce to the 300-tilt

staircasestiucture. This assigmnentwas based on the hypothesis of epitaxialadsorption.)

Shple calculationsbased on McRae shd Kasha’s model [30] show thatthe slightdecrease

m the tilt angle m the staircasestructuree.g.’ ftom 60° to 49° gives rise to a dras&

distribution of transitionintensitiesfrom H-transitionto the J-transition.Moreover, &

rearrangement leads to the broadening of excitonic band by a fktor of 1.1 an~

consequently,the sbiil of the transitionfrom618 nm (Js) to 623 mu (Jz). While the simple

point dipole approximation is questionable for tight-brnding aggregates [31] it can

qualitativelyaccount for the spectralchangesduringthe process of Js - J2rearrangement.

Therefore, the self-trapprng of more delocalized exciton m the JJ-form can be

accomplished by structuralrearrangement(e.g. tilt angle decreasing) giving rise to less

delocalized exciton m the deformedlatticepossessingthe J~band m fluorescence.

3.3.4. Ikq+@el-”ve Spe&oscopy

Let us now concentrate on the optical properties of@ Js-band. As has been

mentioned above @ 3.3.1) the J3-fluorescencepeak is Stokes-shifted even at very low

temperatures.We attempthere andm the subsequentsubsectionto understandthe reasons

of this _ Two possibilitiesare dkcussd the energy transfix betw~ diibrent

segmentsof the chain (or chains) and the phonm dressing of an exciton on a particular

chainsegment.

k this respect the energy-selectivemethods (persistentspectraihole burningand

fluorescence linenarrowing) can give informationabouthomogeneous linebroadeningdue

to exciton-phonon interactio~ about electron-phonon spectrum of the system and the

relativevalue of inhomogeneousbroadening.The fimdamentalprinciples of these methods

are descriied m Section5.
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We found thatit is possible to burnpersistentholes m the absorptionband of TDC

J-aggregatesm the spectral range at least from 16220 to 16360 cm-l. The possibility of

hole burning m the absorption band of aggregates sugges& that this band is

inhomogeneouslybroadened at low temperature.

The temperaturedependence of the hole width @WHM) is shown m Fig.10(3.3).

One can see that the hole width is independentof temperatureat T < 9K A similar

behavior of the hole width m the low temperatureEmitIMsbeen found for excitonic states

m aggregatesof pseudoisicyanine(PIC) [33] andpolysilanepolymer chains[34]. The hole

width m such systemsat low temperaturesis apparentlydeterminedby the dephasingrate

only [33,34] and therefore is equal to twice homogeneous linewidth y. Note that the

limitingvalue of the hole width rf.I (T = O) = 2yo = 3.3 cm-l, corresponding to the

dephasingtime T2= 6.2 ps, turned out to be one order of magnitudegreater m our case

thanthatof PIC r aggregates [33]. It is difficultto conceive that the fluorescence decay

time of our systemat T < 9K is as shortas3.1 ps (TI = T2/2) (we measuredthe Iifktime~

77K to be ca. 40 ps).

The homogeneous line broadening of excitonic transitioncan be m general due to

radiativeor radiationlesstransitionsto the ground state,trapprngat an impurityand (or)

seli%rapprng,scatteringby phonons and impurities.The temperaturebroadening of the

hole width of J-aggregatesof TM is well descriied by directprocesses only with single

phonon absorptionand emission

r~=an+b(n+l) (1)

where n is thephonon occupation number,

n = [exp(lm/kT)-l]-l, (2)

a andb - exciton-phonon coupling coefficients. It was found thatas b = 3.3 cm-l and o =

19 cm-l. The quality of the coefficients a and b is ratherinterestingresult. It implies the

densityof excitonic statesby - 20 cm-l below and above the burning fkquency near the

absorptionmaximumis of the samevalue. A syst- of equidistantlevels belonging to a

homogeneous speotrum appears m the case of exciton coupling to an effkctive phonon

mode with pronounced shifi of equilibriumpositions of atoms m the excited and ground

states[35]. The modei with equidistantexciton-phonon levelscmdd explainthe equaiityof

coefficients a andb m ( 1) andthe Stokes sbiil m our case. As the temperaturebroadening

of the homogeneous line of J-aggregates is wdl descriied only by direct processes the

6i
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temperature-independentIinewidthis determinedby. spontaneous one-phonon emission

ratherthanby the relaxationto the ground state.The relaxationwith phonon emissioncan

originate from optically populated exciton levels to the lower-lying leveIs of excitons

coupled withphonons.

The J-aggregatesspectrdy and dynamicallymost closely relatedto TDC arethose

of an anothertbiacarbocyaninedye (TC), investigatedm [71. The dephasingtime of 6.4 ps

at the low-temperaturelimit was measured near the absorption band maximum by the

photon echo method. This value is m exceknt agreement wkh that estimatedfrom our

hole burning data. As m our case, for TC J-aggregates having pronounced Stokes shi&

the low-temperaturedephasingrate was suggested to be determinedby direct processes

with one-phonon emission [7]. On the other han~ the residualhomogeneous linewidthm

the case of PIC J-aggregates m frozen solutions is found to be determined by the

fluorescence decay to the ground state [33]. The characteristicproperty of the latter

systemis the absence of Stokes shill andvery &rrow J-bands (FWHM = 30-60 cm-l)

which look’ahnost exceptionalamong otherJ-aggregates.

Fig.2(3.3) shows the fluorescence spectrum of J3-form of TDC, obtained upon

seletie laserexcitationandthe absorptionspectrumat 5 K A set of such a fluorescence

spectra, obtained at different excitation laser frequency is shown on Fig.11(3.3).

Following prominentfeaturesstandout from these figures

1. An appreciable(compared to the bandwidth) Stokes shiftbetween maxima of

absorptionandfluorescence spectrais observed.

2. The fluorescenceband is narrowerthanthe absorptionband

3. The fine structurem fluorescence spectrumis absentat selectiveexcitation.

4. The fluorescence spectrumisvirtudy independentof the excitationfrequency m

the range stud&d. Only a slight rncrease in the red tail rntensityis observed as the

excitationfrequencyrises.

Note thatm a widely studiedJ-aggregates of pseudoisocyanine (WC) no Stokes

shiiiwas observed m frozen solutionsat low temperatures[36]. A presence of the Stokes

shiii m our case, as well as m other J-aggregate systems [7,22~36,371 can be accounted

for by di.flkrentexciton rehvation processes As it has been mentioned above, it can be

caused by the exciton self%rapprng.Thisleadsto the appearanceof the Stokes ,4@ which

gCS_ rncrea~s from O ~ ~creatig of exciton-phonon coupling in lD-@ems
[14b]. Therefore thisimpliesvery smallexciton-phonon coupling)in the PIC J-aggregates

as compared to TDC J-aggregates. Another possibility is the excitation energy transfer

between chain segments of diflkrentkmg@q leading to population of longest segments

during excitation l&time. This mechanismwas proposed by Fidder and Wkwrua [71 to
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explain similar fluorescence band narrowing m J-aggregates. As both processes can

contribute to the observed Stokes shiftwe can estimatean upper limit of the value of

dimensionlessexciton-phonon parameterg from calculationsof Higai and Sumi [14b].

Taking a value of half-width of excitonic band for Js-aggregate of B = 1400 cm-l,

estimatedas a di&rence between the monomer and L-band at 5K m WEG, and the

maximumStokes shill of ea.140 cm-l (measuredat 20 K) we &m obtain ~ = 0.42 from

Fig 4 of Ref 14b. Using thisvalue of g we can obtain the latticerelaxation ener~ gained

m the case of complete lomlimtion of exciton on singlesiteS = gB = 600 cm-l.

lt is somewhat surprising that the trapped state has a suiiiciently narrow

fluorescence band with a rathersmallspectralMl (some 100-140 cm-l) with respect to

the free state. However, broad fluorescence and large Stokes shifi are inherat oniy for

3D-systems where localized excitationtends to occupy only single site [11,271. On the

other Ixu@ the notions ‘tied’ and “self-trapped” excitons m low-dimmsional stmctures

become relative. lh recent works of Sumi [14] ~ has b- shown that while m strictlylD

latticean exciton is ahvaysself-trappedit has m the case of smallexciton-phonon coupling

a largeradiusof delocalizationandis descriied by 1310chwaves. Sumi called this situation

asweak selj%zpping in a low-dimensionalrandom Iattice.Any Stokes shift (which tends

to O as he coupling constanttendsto O) for this weak localized state is predicted m lD

case [14b]. Thus, generally speakin~ the excitonic statesm low-dimensional systemscan

be only more or less localized ones.

h absence of the fine structurem luminescence spectrum at selective laser

excitationtogether with possiii of narrow hole burningm absorption spectrumis at a

glance ratherunexpected. But narrowzero-phonon Iines(ZPL) m luminescence spectraof

isolated molecules are related usuallyto dispersiordess10CSIintermolecular vibrations;

which can not reveal m aggregatedspecies.Moreover, both effkcts of energy transfkrself-

trapprng of exciton lead to disappearance of ZPLS m luminescence. For example,

Toyozawa shown [12] that after self-trapprngthe ratio of one-to-zero phonon bauds

rntensityincreasesby a f@or of (B/ h~)z ecpal to ca. 5X103m our case if 01= 20 cm-t.

Note, that experimentallysimilareflkct (the possibilityof hole burning and the absence of

ZPL “in luminescence) has been observed earlier in other oligomer and aggregated

photosyntheticsystems[3S-40].

The independence of the fluorescenceband position of the excitationwavelengthis

more clear on the basis of fhst energy transfer, but also does not exclude the ST-

mechanism Similar behavior of the fluorescence speetrum has been observed for

abovementioned aggregated systems[39,40] and very recently for other J-aggregatesm

Langrnuir-BlodgettIihns[41].
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Increasingof the red tail rntensity(Fig.11(3.3)) can be due to direct (or by-pass)

self-trappingfrom higblyexcited states (cf analogous effa m Fig.S(3.3) at 77K for Jr

peak).

3.3.5 TemperatureBroadening of the Fluorescence Band

Although the mechanismof relaxationis not well understood y~ we atte&ptedto

descriie the temperaturebroadening of the fluorescence band by mode~ assuming either

only dynamic disorderrnduced by phonons or both dynamicand static disorder. Because

the red side of the fluorescence spectrumchangesnon-monotonically (see Fw3(3.3)) we

investigated the blue side half-width of the J~peak as a iimction of temperature.

Fig.12(3.3) demonstratesthis dependence togetherwiththe Ml width at”halfmaxinmmof

the absorptionband. These two dependenciesdiffernoticeably. The absorption FWHM is

constantatlow temperaturesandbegins to rncreaseonly at T ~ 40 K This is in qualitative

agreement with the model of Kla&r and Jmtner [5] rnvolving both the static and

d.inarnicaldisorder. At low temperaturesthe spectralwidth is determined only by static

inhomogenities.On the other han& the blue HWHM of the fluorescence peak rncreases

continuously ilorn 5K with the negative second derivative. This suggests that static

disorder does not prevail in the formation of the fluorescence spectrum even at very low .

temperatures.

To descnie semi-quantitathely temperature broadening of the fluorescence

spectnunsemi-quantitativelywe used the following model assumptions

(1) The absorption spectrum observed is inhomogeneously broadened by static

disorder

(2) Some relaxationprocess (energy transfix between different segments of the

chain or dressing of the exciton resulting m weak localization) leads to the effect of

vanishingof inhomogeneousbroadezdng.

(3) The fluorescence F(E) and absorptionA(E) spectraare relatedby an equation

[27,42]

F(E) = FOA(E) exp(- E / lcT) (3)

where FOis a constantahnostindependentof E. Note thatA(E) corresponds to the relaxed

system and does not coincide with the obsemed absorption spectrum. This equation is

valid if the thermaldistributionbetween excited statelevels occurs duringexciton Lfetime,

thatis experimentallyjustified for our system( T2<6 ps and T1 = 40 ps).
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andtemperaturedependenceof the FWHM of absorptionpeak Fittingof the fluorescence
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(4) The red side of the absorption spectrumA(E) cm be descriied by a Gaussianin the

vicinityof maximumand by the exponentialUrbach tailm the low-energy region.

The last @o pornts resultm a Gaussianfluorescence shape with the same ha.&

width as the absorptionA(E) has m the vicinity of its maximum Taking rnto account the

above considerations, we attempt to @at@ the model elaborated by Scbreiber and

Toyozawa [ila] for eff&ct of only dynamicaldisorder on absorption spectrum A(E) by

comparing temperature broadening of the observed fluorescence line with relations

obtainedm [8a]. In this theo~ the disorderparameterD descriies the fluctuationsof on-

ske excitation energieq rnduced by a phonon with ei%ctive frequency o and coupled

linearlyto an exciton

D 2= S ho coth(ho)/2kT) (4)

k the strongscatteringregime(D >> B ), the absorption linehalf-widthis given by

A= @iiD (5)

Jnthe weak coupling case (D << B), taking rnto account the mergy dependence of the

density of states (DOS) in the area of absorption line, the authors [8a] obtained an

approximaterelation for the absorption line half-width which was proved by numerical

calculationsat hightemperatures

(6)

where d is the dimensionalityof the systq r(x) is the gammafimction.

l%% m the weak scatteringlimitand m the classicalapproximation(Ts> co) the

linebroadens as T” with a = 2/3, 1, and 1.5 for lD, 2D and 3D-latticesrespectively.

We attemptedto descriie the observed dependence by exact equations(4) and (6)

(or (5)). The biting value of A at T + O can be due only to zero-pornt quantum

vibrationsm thiscase. The best fit of experimentalporntsm the range 6< T <27 K by the

fimction A = & (COth(O/2T))a@es & = 40 cm-l, co= 19 cm-~cz= 0.66 (see solid line in

Fig.12(3.3) m the low temperaturesregion).

This impliesthatm the low temperaturesrange the fluorescence broadening is well

descriied by model of Schreiberand Toyozawa m the weak scatteringlimitfor HI-lattice.

It is interestingto note, that the same phonon iiequency is rnvolved m the process of

exciton-phonon scattering measured from the temperature dependence of the hole

.



broadening (see subsect. 3.3.4). From AOvalue we can estimateS = 660 cm-l using Eqs.

(4) and (6) with B = 1400 cm-’. This S value is close& related to the upper limit of S,

found m the preuding &kxtion horn the Stokes shiti. This imply that the maiu

contributionto the Stokes abiftcahes from the .4X.rapprng process. The substitutionof

the parametersobtained to Eq. (4) gives D <0.2 m the temperaturerange studid thus

supportingthe assumptionaboutthe weak scattering.

We attempted also to rntroducethe static disorder to the modeL This has been

accomplished by subtracting from experimmtal values A(T) a constant A, using the

e@ation A,= ~A2 - A: . It was found that no reasomble value of A. provided the

satisfactory fitting by Eqs. (4) and (6) (or (5)). Therefore, this sugges@ that the

fluorescence spectrumis broadened only by the dynamicdisorder rnduced by phonons iu

the weak scatteringregimem lD-lattice.

At higher temperaturesT = 30-140 K the linebroadeningis not describedby Eqs.

(4) and (6) (or (5)). This can be due to the distortionof spectral shape and its deviatiori

from pure Gaussian (possibly owing to the appearance of the J~peak). Jnd@ a

comprehtie shape analysisshowed thatthe blue side of the fluorescence spectrumcan

be descriied by Gaussian only at T <30 K. At higher temperatures it is nearer to

exponential firwt.ion. At T ~ 50 K the blue side half-width rncreases linearly with

temperature(see Fig.12(3.3)). A possible reason for this is the shifl of the fluorescence

peak rntothe region of the exponentialUrbachtail of the absmption spectrnm(see below)

as temperaturerncreases.In this case, if Eq. (2) hold$ fluorescence intensitywill rncrease

exponentiallywith decreasingenergyE.

3.3.6 The Long- Wavelength Tail of theFluorescence Spectrum and 16 Relation to the -

Urbach Rule

It has been well establishedexperimentally(see for revkni [43,44]) that the long-

wavelength tail of absorption spectra m many condensed systems can be describ”d by

exponentialfimctiom

EO-E
A(E) = A exp(-a~)

where EOis the energy near the absorption-maximmqA

dimensionless“steepness coefficient”. Many theoretical

explain this rule. Expondal dependencieswas proven

(7)

isthe absorption at Eo,CTisa

works have been devoted to

for impurity center% free and

localized exciton~ band-to-baud transitions. All theoretical models give dii%erent
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temperaturebehavior of c at low temperaturesdependenton particularphysical system

The crucialpornt is a limitingvalue of o at T + O. It”&evidentthat in an ideal dielectric

crystalthere should be no absorptionbelow the“energyof the band gap at T = O and the

absorption edge should be abrupt. Thismeansthatm a pczfect crystalo+ const # Oat

T + O. At T # Otransitionswith phonon absorption can lead to the appearanceof the

long-wave tailbelow the absorption edge. Takingthis into account it has been found that

for localized excitations [45,46], free excitons [471 and band-to-band electron transition

[48] ia crystalsthe absorption tailhas the exponentialfoim (7) and o = co+ c T at low

teinperatureswith 00= 1.

On the other han~ any structure imperfections (effkct of impurities [49] or

positional static disorder [50]) result m the exponential absorption tail even at T = O.

Kk&er and 3ortrLer[50] showed ~t in 3D system the slope a/ kT is independent of

temperatureeven at kT > ho where co is the frequency of a coupled-phonon. T&

impliesthat o- kT m a wide temperaturerange and therefore o + Oas T + O.Anoth&

possiile mechauiamaccounting for the presence of the Urbachtail even at T = Ois a set of

exciton-phonontransitionsto the self-trappedstatelying below the free exciton edge if the

ST stateexists [27,51]. This model giv% however, an exponmtial behavior only m the

restrictedenergyregion above the adiabaticminimumof the ST state.In thiscase also o-

kT, but in the region kT << ha. At high temperatures(kTs> h.v ), o = const for two

and free dimensions and ti - T: for one dimension [8b]. (For subsequent analysis of

validityof the Urbachrule in H1-systernssee [52,53]).

As for the fiorescence .sp_ if thermalequiliihiumm the exciton - phonon

systemtakesplace, Eq. (3) holds andF(E) m the tailregion is descriied by [27]:

E. –E
F(E) = Fexp(-(o - 1)=)

An experimental evidence of equimlence of c values

independently-S given m [54].

(8)

obtained from (6) and (7)

The detection of the red tail m hnninescence in solutions of moderate optical

densityis more convenientthan m absorptionbecause of the greater signal-to-noiseratio

m the former. Note that according to (8),. as opposed to the absorptio~ there exist the

exponentialtailm the ilnorescence spectrumatvery low temperatureswhere c+ 1.

The fist .experhnentalobservation of the Urbach tail m several decades of the

absorptiontail of PIC J-aggregatesm solution at room temperaturewas reported m [55].

Very recentlyNabetaniet.al have measuredtemperaturedependenciesof o m absorption



and fluorescence m J-aggregatesembedded m the Langmuir-Blodgetttihn [41]. However,

the data obtained from absorption spectmm cast some doubt because they are obtained

on& for one decade of the rntensitydecrease from a maximumwhere absorptionspectrum

can be descriied by a Gaussian(cf [55]). Thus, a dependence cr- kT at low temperatures

can mean the temperatureindependenceof the Gaussianwidth at this temperaturerange

which was establishedrndeed[41]. On the other han~ the stepnesscoefficient c obtained

from the fluorescence red @ using Eq.(7) is well descriied by the relationo = 1 + CT at

low temperaturesandhasnot been interpretedby authorsanyhow.

We observed the exponential fall m the fluorescence spectrum m the longer

wavelengthregion thanthe JTpeak and obtainedthe steppnesscoefficient m thisregion as

a finwtion of temperatureusing Eq. (7). This dependence is shown m Flg.13(3S). One can

see thatit is sknilarto thatofNabetani et al. [41]. The linearasymptotictendingof o to 1

at T+OK is very important evidmce m fkvor of conclusion made in the previous

mbsection of vanishingof the staticdisordere%ct on fluorescence spectrum

To describe our data quantitativelywe used the simple model of Davydov and

Lubchenko [45b], rnvolving coupling of localized excitations with phorions. It gives the

~ following temperaturedependenceof cr:

(9)

where e is a base of naturallogarit.@ @is the frequency of a coupled phonon in the

ground electronic state, s is the respective Huang-Rhys coupling fhctor, n is the

occupation number of a phonon of frequency co given by (2). It is obvious that at low

temperaturescis a linearfimction of T. It has been found [48] thattakingrnto account of

moving nature of excitation resultsat low temperaturesody m a slight alterationof a

umstant fiwtor in the argumentof logarithm m (9) (J% - E)/fio must be replaced by

~(EO -E)/hco. Therefore, it is ratherMEcult to distinguishbetween two cases. Putting

Eo-E = 500cm-l we fiudby the best fittingprocedure @ = 110 cm-l ands = 0.5 m Eq.(9).

The fittingcurve with theseparametersis shown m F~.13(3.3).

As the degree of localimtion can not be determinedfrom these da@ the important

conclusio~ nevertheless shouldbe drawn that if the Eq. (3) hol~ the spectraA(E) and

F(E) of relaxed excitons m molecular TDC J-aggregates are not afl%cted by static

disorder.
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3.3.z conclusions

Two types of J-aggregates of TDC have been studied at differmt temperaturem

ftozen s@utions. ‘

It has been establishedfor the first time that the short-wave peak (J3) posses a

largenegative value of the fluorescence anisotropyupon off-resonauce excitation at 77 K

‘l%is value is nearly equal to theoretical limit for randogdy oriented emitters with

perpendicular orientation of absorbing and emitting dipole moments. This implies the

tmnsitionsto the top of the band (E&band)to be allowed thatimpos& some limitationson

&e molecular structureof tbiaaggregate.Namely, the tilt angle of the monomer unit with

respect to the chain direction mustbe large ( a ~ 54.70 for the staircaseand a z 45° for

the W-like structures respectively). It has been established also that the fluorescence

anisotropy varies only tightly with increasingdetection wavelen~ replicatingthe red

shifted(Jz) peak m fluorescence. Th% emissiondipoles of Jsand Jz are highly correlated

and the model of energy transferbetween randomlyoriented segments of one or dii%erent

aggregateschainsis excluded.

The observed non-monotonic temperaturedependence of fluorescence spectrumis

a strong indication against the energy transfkrfrom Js to Jz along the chain. The Js-

aggregate can rearrangeto the Jz-aggregateupon photoexcitation, This process is found

to be temperaturedependent,rnvolvingcrossingthe potentialbarrierof 20-30 cm-l height.

A decrease in the ‘tiltangle from e.g. 60° to 49° is proposed as a possible mechanismof

such a rearrangement. The disappearance of the Jz fiorescence peak at elevated

temperatures suggests that this process is possiily analogous to the self-trapprng of

exciton in deformable lattice.

Optical propertiesof the J3absorptionandfluorescence band have been studiedm

more detail. The temperaturedependence of the persistent spectral hole burnt in the

absorption band can be descriied by direct one-phonon emission and absorption with

equaleffbctive coupling coefllcicnt~ At very low temperaturesT < 10K the homogeneous

linewidthis completely determinedby phonon emissionwith the efkctive fieqnency of 20

cn#. This leads to the conclusion thatthe J3fluorescence peak can be formed by clothed

excitons. The dressingcan be associatedwith&e& step of trapprngprocess.

A detailed study of the temperaturebroadening of the Js fluorescence peak m

compmison with the absorption pealq suggests the ef%ct “of vankhiug of structural

disorder under exciton relaxation. T%iseffiwt can be attributedto the energy tier

between segments.On the other han~ the exciton-phonon coupling parameter,evaluated

from the temperaturedependenceof the blue side of the Jsiluorescenee peak is very close

to thatobtaine~ using model calculationsof Higai and Sumi [14b] from the entireStokes

23



sbifl observed at low temperatures(S N 600 cm-i). T@efore, the Stokes shiii it seems to

be determinedcompletely by exciton-phonon relaxation(dressing) resultingm the sdf-

trappedstate.

The exponentialMl m the fluorescence rntasity with energy has been established

m the long-wave spectralrange. The low-temperaturevalue of the steepnessparameter o

of the Urbach rule indicatesalso the effket of vanishingof the staticdisorder during the

exciton relaxation The temperaturedependence of o is well described by the model of

localized excitationm a perfect aystal.
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4. FLUORESCENCE PROPERTIES’ OF POLYMER-FULLERENE

(POLYACETYLENE) MIXED FILMS

4.1. Introduction ,

In the last years fidlerenes attract attention of scientists as one of the most

interestingfrom fhnbental porntof view andpracticallyimportantmaterials[1-3]. Their

spectralproperties such as superconductivity[4,5], photoconductivity [6,7] and optical

nonlinearity [8] were studied. The possibility was demonstrated of manufkturhg

photodiods, photovoltaic ce~ diil?erentkinds of detectors and solar energy converters

[2,3]. This work shows preliminaryinvestigationsof structureand electronic structureof

fidlerene C60 films obtained with the method of vacuum depositio~ films based on

iidler&e C~ - PA or Merene Cm - PPV compositions and films based on PA - PPV

compositions. IMayersof PPV film (donor)with fidlereneCm ilm (acceptor) which form

heterojuction rnterfkeeand could be used as photodiodes or photovoltaic cells were also

investigated.

4.2. Structure and Optical Characteristics of Vacuum Deposited

Fullerene C@ Fdms

To obtain iidlerene C@ ~ we used vacuum deposition metho~ which was

thoroughly descriied m the reportno. 1. The powder of fidlereneC@ with purityof 99,5%

was used without specialckaning. The heaterfor vacuum deposition was designed so that



Fig.1(4.2) Reflection electron diilkactionpatternof crystallinevacuum deposited fidlerene

Cmfil.ul
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the substrate temperature decreased almost linear with increasing d.@mce between

substrateandfidiereneC~ powder.

Our investigationsshowed that the appearanceand crystal structureof fidlerene Cm

filmsdepend on the substratetemperatureand the distancebetween the substrateand the

C@ powder. Investigationsof fullerene & films vacuum deposited on quartz substrates

using the reflection electron d.illiactionshowed that m broad range of temperaturesand

distances between Cm film and the substrate amorphous fidlerene C~ iihns form

However, there is a narrow rntervalof the substratetemperature depending on reactor

g&metry m which crystalline Cm films form In a standardreactor the cm.ditions of

evaporation are evaporation temperature600”C, the substratetemperature460°C. F%.

1(412) shows the reflection electron difliactionpatternof the crystallinefidlerene C60film

F~ure 1(4.2) shows nine Debae-Scherrer rings taiggesting the high crystdlinity of

fidlereneC~ films. The results are qualhtively the same as were obtained by the X-ray

difiiaction for singlefidlerene C60crystals[9].

Thus,the method of vacuum deposition allowsone to obtainboth amorphous and high’

crysidline fidlereneC60films.

It was shown early [8,10] that the long-lived triplet emisson was ‘not observed for

fidlereneCmfihns at low excitation intensities.A dramaticincreasem the Ii&timeand the

red shiil and broadening of the spectrum is observed at high excitation dentiles. The

luminescenceintensityis seen to increase as the cube of the excitation rntensity.F~ures

2(4.2), 3(4.2), and. 4(4.2) show photoluminescence spectra of amorphous fidlerene C@

iibns taken at different excitation wavelengths of an argon laser. No broadening of

emissionbands connected with nonlinearluminescencewas observed m our experiments.

However, the high rntensity of photoluminescxmcefor amorphous fidlerene C~ ti-

without broadening of emission band can be connected with the formation of charge

transfkrcomplexesof C~ with oxygem

4.3. Electronic Structure of PPV - Fullerene Cw Compositions

The compositesof BuckminsterfidlereneC@ with conjugated polymers show very

interestingphotophysical phenomena [2,3]. It was shown that for conjugated polymers

with nondegenerateground statesas dono~ very fist photornducedelectrontransferfrom

conjugated polymer to fidlerene takes place, prior to either radiative or nonrad@ive

recombinationof photoexitations [2, 10]. KYoshino and AA Zakhidov observed strong

quenching of semiconductingpolymer huninescenceand interpretedthe resultsby doprng

effect of Cm in the ground state [11]. However, doping of conjugated polymers with

nondegenerateground stateis ruled out due to the absence of the electron sprnresonance

7$



Fw.2(4.2) Photoluminescenceof amorphousfidlereneC60 films detectedunder excitation

457.9nm.
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Fig.4(4.2) Phototie*mce of amorphousiidlereneC~ films detected under excitation

514.5nm.
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signal from the C.SOanion m the ground state [2,10]. Therefore, the quenching of

luminescence of conjugated polymers with nondeg~erate ground state mixed with C60

supportsthe u.kra.fhst,reversiblephotornduced electron tnuder from conjugated polymer

to Cm .We studied the photoluminescentproperties of PPV films and mixtures of PPV

with Cm Photoluminescentproperties of PPV films were discussedm the Section 2.2 m

Report no. 1 ( see, for example, Fg. 3(2.2), 5(2.2), 6(2.2) m Report no. 1). One can see

from these figures that all forms of PPV iihns show high rntensityof photoluminescence.

The mixturesfilms of PPV with C~ were produced from solution. Films contarnfrom

2% to 5’% of fidlerene C.W Our investigations show that films exhiii very weak

photoluminescence. The”photohuninescence rntensityof PPV decreases by a fictor of

1000 in the presence of 270 fidlereneC60.

4.4. Electronic Structure of Fullerene C!6(I- PA Composite Films

It was shown earlierthatphotornductedelectrontransfbris observed m conjugated

polymerswith nondegenerateground statemixed with Mlerene CW It can be observed by

the techniques of photornduced spectroscopy or photornduced electron spin-resonance

[2, 3, 10, 11]. b the case of a conjugated polymer with the degenerate ground state as

donor, no indications of photoinduced charge transfix to fidlerene Cm were observed

[12,13]. For investigationtwo differentsoluble polydiawtylene derivativeswere used [12,

13].

In the present work we used soluble modification of polyacetylene for

investigation.Previously we showed that PA we used is characterizedby the absence of

charged soliton bands and high stab~ of neutral solitons m photornduced absorption

spectra [14]. These rnvestigationsshowed thatthe additionof 5% fidlereneto thattype of

PA does not ‘result m the appearance of bands characteristicfor charged scditons, in

photornduced absorption spectra. Fig. 1(4.4) shows photornducted absorption spectra of

the PA film containing 2% Mlerene. The figure shows the neutral soliton band and the

absence of absorption charactetic of charged solitons. In opiuion of Heeger, who

observed the absence of the photornduced electron transfix in the polydiacetylene -

fidlerene Cm mixture, this is connected with the fkct that the rate of the photoinduced

formation of a neutral soliton m PA is greater then the rate of photornduced electron

transfer[13].

The PA - fhllereneC~ mixturefilmswere investigatedwith the IR and resonance

Raman spectroscopy. Figure 2(4.4) and Fig. 3(4.4) show resonance Raman spectra of

the PA ti and of the PA film containing 5% of fidlerene C=, respectively. Their

comparison shows thatthe presence of fidlereneC~ hasno effect on Raman spectraof PA
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F~.1(4.4) Photoinduced absorptionapectmmof film from PA-PVB blend containing

270 fidlerene &.
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l?ii.2(4.4) ResonantRaman scatteringspectrumof PA-PV3 blend. (excitation 514,5 rim).
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Fig.1(4.5) Absorption spectrumof PA-PPV bknd m PVB matrix.
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. We assume that the absence of the electron transfkris explained by the fict that

photoexcited PA does not act as the electrondonor for iidlereneC~. ~

4.5. Electronic Structure of PPV - PA Mixtures

Comparison of photoinduced optical properties of fidlerene C~ mixed with

conjugated polymers with nondegenerate and degenerate ground states shows that

photoinduced electron trans&r are obsemed only for polymers wi& the nondegenerate

ground state.For example, m the case of PPV, the efficientelectron transfix to fidlerene

C~ duringphotoexcitation was observed. In the case of PA the situationis opposite no

electron transferto fidlerene C~ was observed. We suppose that PA does not act as a

donor for fi.dlereneC~ upon photoexcited. We assumethatthe position of the level of a

neutral soliton m PA may result m its ability to act as the electron acceptor to

photoexcited polyconjugated polymers with nondegenerateground state. In this case, for

example, the electron transfix from PPV” to PA should be observed during

photoexcitation. To check this assumptio~ we prepared films containing PPV and PA

with molar ratio of 1/1. F%ure 1(4.5) shows the typical absorption spectrumof the PA-

PPV mixture m a PVB matrix One can see that the film contains PA and partly

conjugatedPPV in almostequal molar ratio. The absorptionspectrumof pardy conjugated

PPV is shown in F%. 2(4.5). Studiesof photolnminescenceof fiJmsobtained showed that

PA is the exceptionallystrong quezicherof the PPV fluorescence.We fiiled to observe the

PPV fluorescence even at very high exciting light rntensity.These results are prelimimuy

and suggest that the fluorescence quenchingis connected with the electron trtier from

PPV to PA duringphotoexcitation.
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5. SELECTIVE LASER SPECTROSCOPY OF MOLECULES IN

SOLIDS: MODERN ASPECTS

We have used the techniques of fluoresceh& line narrowing and spectralhole

burning to study optical properties of conjugated polymers m thin films and of J-

aggregates of cyanine dyes in solutions and Langnmir-1310dgettfihus at room and

liquid helium temperatures. These methods originally developed for studying

homogeneous spectra of impurity molecules m solids in the presmce of strong

iuhomogeneous broadening can also be applied for an investigation of energy transfer,

spectral diilhsio~ and the dynamics of optical excitations m polymers and molecular

aggregates (see Repofi 1). Below we discuss the general principles of selective

spectroscopy of molecules m condensedphase.

5.1. Introduction

The techniques of flnorescenee line narrowing (FLN) [1,2] and spectral hole

burning (HB) [3, 4] are two variants of frequency- selective, high-resolution laser

spectroscopy of solids based on selectiveexcitationof molecules or ions with a narrow-

band laser. The selective excitation eliminatesthe inhomogeneous broadening of optical

absorption and emission profiles and thus provides the M?ormation about the

homogeneous spectra consistingof the narrow zero-phonon lines (ZPLS) accompanied

by broad phonon aidebands(PSBS) [5 - 7]:

The selective excitation can be achieved because of the exismme of ZPLS m

optical spectr~ which have at low temperaturesvery small line-widthsand high peak

intensities.The homogeneous ZPLS cannot be observed using conventional broadband

excitation sincethey aremaskedby the large @homogeneous broadening causedby the
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statistical distributionof ZPL frequencies resultingfrom a matrix imperfection.Because

the natural linewidthof a purely electronic ZPL for the allowed transitionm the spectrum

of polyatomic molecule with a typical fluorescence Ii.&timeof several nanoseconds is of

the order of 10-3cm-l, while the inhomogeneous broadtaing m amorphous matrices is

about 100 cm-l, monochromatic excitation allows one to increase the spectralresolution

by &e orders of magnitude. In the case of forbidden transitionsrnvolving Long-lived

metastableleve~ the resolution can be increasedm principle by severalmore orders of

maguitude.

However, it is clear that m the general case the selective excitation of impurity

centersvia narrow ZPLs always occurs simukaneouslywith the nonsekwtiveexcitationof

other centers from an inhomogeneous ensemble through broad overlapped PSBS.

Therefore, even highly monochromatic excitation does not allow one to eliminate

completely the inhomogeneous broadening and to obtain a true homogeneous spectrum.

This raises fimdamental problems concerning the relation between the shapes of

homogeneous luminescence(absorption) spectraandthose of luminescence(hole) spectra

recorded upon laserexcitatio~ and of the excitationconditions thatprovide the maximum

selectivhy. These problemswere investigatedin detailin our papers [8 - 17].

In the following we present a brief review of our model studiesof the mechanism

of eliminatinginhomogeneous broadening m the optical spectra of impuritycentersupon

monockomatic excitation resultingm FLN andHB.

5.2.Monochromatic Excitation of Luminescence of Molecules and

Molecular Aggregates in Solids

Consider an ensemble of impurity centers in an inhomogeneous matrix at low

temperature.We assumethatthe concentrationof the centers is low so that they do not

rnteract with one another.The homogeneous absorption A(v - Vo) and luminescence

E(v - v,) spectra in the region of an electronic transhion (purely electronic or viironic)

can be writtenin theform [18]

A(v - v,)= ct,z, (v - Vo)+ (1 - c@pl(v - V. - Al), (la)

E(v - v,)= a, Z2(v - v,) +(1 - cz,)p~v - v, +A,), (lb)

where az and (1 - a)p areZPL and PSB, respectively,a is the Debye-Wa.llerfkctor, V. is

the frequency of the ZPL maximumand A is the Stokes shifl (the distancebetween the

%



ZPL and PSB maxima). The rntegralsof all the iimctions~ E, ~ and p are normalizedto

*.
The imperfection of a matrixresnhs m a spreadof the ZPL frequencies vo , which

can be described by the statisticalinhomogeneous distributionfimction (IDF) N(vo).

Depending on the type of matrixdefects, this fimction may have a Gaussian,a Lorentzian

[19], or more generalVoigt shape[20].

Ifthe inhomogeneous broadening is large, as is the case for amorphous media, the

abso@on spectrum m the region of an ekxtronic transitionconsists of a broad band

formed by two overlapped bandsdescribedby convolutionscil N*z1 and (1 - cxl)N*pL

Upon irradiation of such an inhomogeneous ensemble of impurity centers by

monochromatic light at the frequency vL with the spectrallinewidthyLmuch smallerthan

the ZPL homogeneous linewidth YI, a subsystem of centers is excited whose ZPL

frequency distributionis descriied by a new IDF M(VO- v~) [8, 9]. The properties of this

ID, namely, the dependence of its shape on the exciting laser frequency and on the

irradiation time determine all the features of the monochromatic excitation of

luminescenceandhole burning.

5.2.1. PhotostableMolecular Systems

Consider fist photostable systems in which no photornduced transformations

occur upon optical excitation.In thiscase, the IDF of the subsystemof centersselectedby

the monochromatic lighthas the form [8, 9]

M(VO- VL)= N(VO)fi(VO-VL)/A(()) (2)

This IDF consistsof a narrow resonancepeak located atthe excitationfrequency,

and a broad band. The peak is the IDF of subsystemof centersexcited resonantlyand

selectivelyvia the ZPLS. Its width is equalto the homogeneous ZPL widthyl .The wide

bandis the IDF of anothersubsystemof centersexcited nonresonantlyandnonselectively

via broad PSBS. The width of thisband is determinedby the widths of the IDF N(VO) and

of PSB (1 - w )pl. In particular,for GaussianIDF andPSB ahapes, this width is equal

to rl/(1 + nz)ln (where n = rl ~: The shapeof the IDF (2) depends strongly on the

excitation frequency, the ratio of intensitiesof the peak and of the broad band and the

distance,betweentheirmaximaberngdependenton thisfrequency [8,9] (for Gaussian

shapesof the IDF and PSB, thisdistanceis equalto (n2vL+ Al)/(n2 + 1).

9f
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The integratedintensitiesof the peak and of a broad band of IDF (2) are equal to

the number of centers excited selectively and nonselectively, respectively. The ratio of

thesernttmit.iescharacterizesthe selectivityof the excitationandis equal to[8, 9]:

~,]~(v,)z,(~,-v’)dv,
I?(vL)= 4

f+q VL)

‘(1-@N*p,
(3)

(1- CZ,)JN(Vo)P,(V,-V.+A,)~vo

(In the integrationof the convolution m the numeratorof (3) and below we consider the

ZPL to be a deltafimctionbecause itswidth is much lessthanthose of the IDF andPSB).

The dependenciesof the excitation-selectivitycoefficient (3) on the laserfrequency

for different shapes of the IDF and PSB are shown m Fig.1(5.2). For Gaussian or

Lorentzianshapesof the IDF andPSB thiscoeilicient takesthe form [12]:

~ ~j~)= al(n+l)l+[(v~ -Al)/ (rl+r)12
L l–al I+(VL /r)*

(,b)

The luminescencespectrumobserved upon monochromatic excitationis descriied

by a convoMion of the IDF (2) with the homogeneous kuninescencespectrum(lb):

F(v - vL) = i N(vo)A(v - vL)~v - vo) dvo (5)

It follows from(1) thatspectrum(5) containsfour contriition.s

[18]. The ZPL m (5) is descriied by the convolution

F= = w ctz(Nzl)*z = al az N(VL)ZI(VL-VO)*ZZ(v - VO) (6a)

whilethe PSB is the superpositionof three contributio~

W=F_ +FPZ +Fn

Fq = (x1(1- C@(Nz1)~2 = CXl(l- @N(v~)p2(v - V~+ A2)

FPZ= (1 - ~I)ct.(NpI)*zz = (1 - ctI)ct2N(v)pI(VL-V -AI),

FW= (1 - CZl)(l- cf.2)N(v)pI(vL- V -A1)p~v -VL + A2).

(6b)

(6c)

(6d)
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Fq.1(5.2) Dependence of the selectivityof Ium@eseence excitation (3) on the excitation

fiequeney for various combinationsof shapesof the IDF and PSB:(l) Gaussian-Gaus&

(2) Lorentzian-Loren~ (3) Gaussian-I.orentzian.The parametersof the model ZPL is

a Lorentzianwith the hall%vidthof 0.2 em-l, lDF N(vo) aud PSB tie Gaussianswith“half-

widths 100 and 40 em-l, respectively,cu = 0.4, andA =30 cm-l.
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The contribution F.+ Fq corresponds to impvritycenters excited selectivelyvia

narrow ZP@ while FPZ+ FWcorrespondsto centersexcited nonselectivelythrough broad

PSBS.

The selectke contributionvirtdly coincides with the homogeneous luminescence

spectrum(lb), the only diflkrence berng thatthe ZPL F.s the convolution of ZPLs Z1

and22:

F=+ F*= a1N(vL)[(x2z1*m+ (1 - ~2)P21 (7)

The relative contribution of the selec&ely excited spectrum F.+ FT to the

spectrum(5) observed experimentallyis equal to [10, 12]

(8)

Equation (8) also describes the ratio ctdctzof the effkctive Deby&Waller fhctor

~E (which is determinedfrom the experimentalspectrum by measuringthe ratio of the

integratedintensityof the ZPL F= to that of the total spectrum(5)) and the true Debye-

Wallerfiwtor ctz for the homogeneous spectrum(lb).

Equation (8) relates the homogeneous luminescence spectrum (lb) to the

experimentallyrecorded spectrum(5). Eqs. 3, 4, 8 and Fw.1(5.2) illustratean important

result (4) according to which for any impuritysystem there exists a certain excitation

frequencythatprovides the maximumselectivityof excitation.k this case the shape of

the spectrumobserved is as close to the true homogeneous spectrum as possiile for a

given impurity system In particular,for Gaus&m shapes of the IDF and PSB, this

ilequency is eqyal to v~ = - A@Tl)2, asfollows from (4a).

It follows from the above that the shape of luminescence spectrmn (5) strongly

depends on the excitation frequency. As v~ increa~ the relativerntensityof the ZPL m

(5) decrease%while the PSB W broaden% its shape is changed and its maximum shifts

from the ZPL maximum

Equations (6a) - (6d) show that m the case of Gaussian shapes of the IDF and

PSB and a LorentzianZP~ the selectivecontributionF= + FT follows the laser frequency

UP021 itS tU12iUg(V= = VL and V= = vL - Az, where v= and Vv are positions of maxima of

Fz andFq, respectively), while the shiftsof bandsFPZandFw are VP,= (vL - Al)/(n2 + 1)

andVW= v~(n2 + 1) - [A1/(n2+ 1)+ A2], respectively,ie. they are shifled by a factor of
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l/(n2 + 1) slower thanthe laserfrequency. Thisresultsm a change of the shapeof the PSB

W upon scaimingthe laserfrequency.

We obsemed the above dependence of the shapeof the luminescencespectrumon

the excitationtlequency for porphyrins m amorphous matricesexcited by a tunable dye

laserathelium temperature [8,9, 21, 22] and quantitativelyinterpretedit in [8,9]. Sii

dependencieswere observed for luminescence spectra of perylene [18] and anthracene

[23] andwere qualitativelyinterpretedm [18, 24].

Note that impurity systems with a strong electron-phonon couplin~ -whose

homogeneous spectrado not exhilit sharp ZPLS but show oniy broad PSBS because of

the low Debye-Wailer f%ctor, can also be selectively excited through the& bands. The

luminescencespectrumobserved upon such excitation will be descriied by equation(6d).

The half-widthof thisspectrumwill be narrowed to [10, 12]

rm = [(rz + rl-z)-l + rlzlln (9)

as comparedto thehalf-width(172+ r12)ln of the luminescencespectrumobserved upon

broadbandexcitation(we assumem(9) for simplicitythathalf-widthsI’1 and I’Zof PSBs

pi andpz in (la) and(lb) arethe same).

Howwer, it is obvious that the effect of line narrowing will be less pronounced

than upon exciting via sharp ZPLs, so that it is appropriate to call monochromatic

excitationthrough broad PSBS a quasi-selectiveexcitation.A characteristicfeatureof this

excitation is that upon Scdg the b= fiequ~cy vL across the idomog~eous

absorptionban~ the selected luminescencespectrumwill shM slower than vL m contra~

to excitationvia ZPLS the shiftof viironic bands m this spectrum being descriied by

the equation[10, 12]

Vm= W,/(n2 + 1) - A(n2+ 2)/(n2 + 1) - Cl, (lo)

where S2 is ~e molecularvibrationalmode frequency (we assume in (10) for simplicity

thatAl= A2= A).

The slope l/(n2 + 1) of the linear dependencevq(vL) is determinedby the ratio

n = rl~ of half-widthsof the PSB and IDF. This ratio in amorphous impuritysystemsis

about 0.5, corresponding to the slope value of 0.8, which can be read@ experimentally

distinguishedfrom a unit slope observed upon selective excitationvia ZPLS ~mthe latter

case, the slope l/(n2 ++ 1)= 1because n = yl~ << 1).
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Recently, we observed the above eflkcts upon ,select&eexcitation of thin fihns of

poly(p-phenylene) via PSBS at room temperature(see Report 1).

We also studied[13] the dependence of the luminescence spectrum shape on the

excitation frequency m the most generalcase for the impurity systems with quasi-local

vibrations. These vibrations appear as narrow peaks superimposed on a broad acoustic

PSB and thus provide additionalchannelsfor the selective excitation. As a result, the

spectrum rworded exhiiits additional narrow lines that are absent m the true

homogeneous luminescencespectrum[22].

5.2.2. PhotosensitiveMolecular Systems

Considernow photosensitivesystq m which the monochromatic excitationof

Inminescenceis accompaniedby hole burning[12, 14, 16]. In thiscase, upon irradiationby

a laser at frequency vL, the number of impurity”molecules with the ZPL maximumat VO

will decreasewith timeas

N(VO- VL,t) = N(vo){CI exp[-(Cl + CZ)t]+ C2}/(CI + G), (11)

where Cl = IUZ(pA(vo - vo)/A(0) is the rate of hole burning (S-I),CZis the rate of the

reverse reactio% I is the laser power density at the sample (photon cm-2 s-l), cr. is the

molecular absorptioncross sectionatthe ZPL maximum(cm2), and q is the quantumyield

of the hole burning reaction. The nonstationary IDF (11) was obtained from the kinetic

equations for a four-level scheme of hole burning in a quasi-stationaryapproximation

takingrntoaccount the reversereaction.

The nonstationaryIDF of a subsystem of lumhescent centers excited by a laser

at a frequency n is equalto the product of the IDF (11) by the homogeneous absorption

Spem A(vI) - vL)/A(O}

A4(vo – vL,t)= N ~o )4 Vo – ~L)
(cl+C2)A(0)

{Gf=9[-(c,+c2)f+c2]} (W

The stationaryIDF (2) is a particularcase of (12) for Cl = Cz = O.

The shape of IDF (12) drasticallychanges during hole burning, the rntensityof

its narrow peak rapidly decreases because of resonance burning off centers via narrow

ZPLs since the cross section for absorptionvia ZPLs is very large. Because the burning

rate at the peak maximumis much higherthan on its wing% the form of the peak changes

during the burning and gradually deviates from its h@ial Lorentzian shape. This is

a
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Fig.2(5.2). Hole burning m the peak of IDF (12). The model parameters are as

ill ~i.1(5.2). C2 = 0, 1(s,g = 0.074 S-l, “VL= O. The numbers at the curves rndicatetie

burningtime in seconds [12, 16].
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followedby hole burning m the pealq which splits thus into two pei@ as shown in

F~.2(5.2). By dii%erentiating(12) with respect to n, we obtain the time variation of the

positions of the two new peaks. For a Lorentzianshapeof the ZPL,we have

where YIisthe FWHM (Ml width athalfmaximum)of the ZPL.

It follows from this equation thatburning of a hole m the peak of the IDF (12)

begins at t = l/Icr. (p. Thus, it is possiile in principle to observe m the huninescence

spectrurq which is a convolution of the IDF (12) with the homogeneous spectrum(lb),

hole burningm the mtural contour of thehomogeneous ZPL.

The rntensity of the broad band of the IDF (12) correspo@ing to the

nonselectivelyburnt centers decreasesm the course of the burning much slower than the

rntensityof the pea.lqbecause the ratio of the’burning rates via ZPL and PSB ii

proportionalto OAGP= rll~l ~ 100 for pure electronic transitionsm complex molecules at

the liquid helium temperature.For this reason the form of the luminescence spectrum

changesduringthe excitation [14, 15].

5.3. Burning Persistent Holes in Absorption Spectra of Molecuks and

Molecular Aggregates

5.3.1. Dependence of the Hole Shape on theExcitationFrequency and Irradiation

Time (Dose). Relationship betweentheHole Shape and theHomogeneous

Absorption Spectrum

Consider a general pictuie of hole burning taking rnto account both selective

burningoff centers via mu-rowZPLS and nonsekctive burning off other centers iiom the

iuhomogeneousensemblevia broad PSBS.The zero-phonon hole properties are discussed

m the next section.

If the irradiation of the inhomogeneous ensemble of impurity centers by

monochromatic light at frequency vL resultsm the change of electronic energy of these

centersdue to some photochemical reactionor theirreorientationin a matrixthenthe IDF

of the ZPLs frequencies vo of the subsystemof centersburntoff for a timet has the form

[15]

M(vo - vbt) = [cl/(Cl + G)]N(vo){l - w[-(C1 + C2~1: (14)

.
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The IDF ( 14) describes the shape of the hole burntm the iuitialIDF

shapeof thehole m the absorption spectrom is descriied by the convolution

N(vo). The

WV - VL,t) = i M(v, - VL,t)fi(v-VO)dVO (15)

- All the properties of the hole: the dependenc4 of its shape, wid~ and depth on

the burningfrequency, power, and irradiationtime are determinedby the dependence of

the shapeof IDF (14) on these parameters.The propertiesof this lDF were studied in

o~ papers [11, 15]. The shape of the IDF (14) strongly depends on the burning

frequencyand on the irradiationdose It.

The resonance peak of IDF (14) at the burning frequency n descriies the

subsystemof centersburnt selectivelyvia ZPL~ whereas the broad baud corresponds to

anothersubsystem of centersburnt nonselectively via PSBS. At a low irradiation

dose, when It<< l/cz ~, the shapeof IDF (14) coincides T& thatof stationaryIDF (2);

The holebuming selwtivity is determinedby the ratio of numbers of sekcttiely

burntcentersand centersburntnonselectively,i.e. by the ratio of the integratedintensities

of the peak and broad band. This ratio decreases upon burning,ie.the burning selectivity

decreases.The reason is thatburningvia ZPLS occurs much more rapidlythanvia PSBS,

so thatthe peak of IDF (14) saturatesrapidly,while the broad band continuesto increase.

Thus m the absence of the reverse reaction (CZ = O), virtuallythe entireinhomogeneous

ensembleof centers will be burnt off ailer some time, whereas m the presence of the

reversereactionIDF (14) will stabilizeat N(vo)C1/(Cl + Cz).

To calculate the form of hole (15) as a fimction of the burning frequency and of

the irradiation time, we expandthe exponentialm (14) (at Cz = O) m a series neglecting

the cross terms of the type zlm-lp~(k = 1, 2, 3,...m - 1) [25]. Then lDF (14) can be

approximatelywrittenm the form M = M, + ~, where

M~vo - Vb t) = N(vo){l - exp[-iltalzl(v~ - v~)]} (16a)

and

1$’$(vo- v., t) = N(v~){l - exp[-~t(l- cdpI(vo- vL +AI)]} (16b)

are IDFs of the subsystems of centers burnt selectively and nonselectively,

respectively(~= Iaz @A(0)).
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The nonstationarycoefficient of hole-burningselectivity is equal to the ratio of

rntegralsof (16a) and ( 16b). At a low irradiationdose, when It << l/oN, this coefficient

coincides with the luminescence-excitationselectivitycoefficient (3).

It follows from (15) and (16) that the hole spectrum contains four contributions

and consists of the zero-phonon hole

co

H~v - vL, t) = cq J N(vo){1- exp[ - J3tctlz1(v0- VL)]}ZI(V-vo)dvo (17a)
-40

located on a broad pedestalmadeup of the superposition of threephonon holes

H* (v - vL, t) = (1 - @ ~ N(vo){l - exp[- f%%zl (v - VO)])x
-

Xpl(v - vo - A])dvO, (17b)

~~V -VL,t)= @~(@{l - e~[- ~t(l‘CY’)P1(V-VL,+AI)]}, (17C)

%(v -VL,t) = (1 - %) ~ N(vo){l-exp[-&(l -@pI(VO - vL + AI)]}x
.

XllI(V-VO-Al)dvO. (17d)

For low irradiationdoses the zero-phonon hole (17a) H= = a12N(v@zl *z1,

therefore itswidth is twice the width yl of the ZPL ZI if the ZPL is a Lorentziq or equal

to 21nyl, if the ZPL is a Gaussian.

For low irradiationdoses, the spectrumof the selectivelyburnthole is

H=+ & = c@N(@[alzl*zl + (1 - m)pd, (18)

ie., it vhually coincideswiththe homogeneous absorptionape- except thatthe ZPL

width is double the width of the homogeneous ZPL m the absorption spectrum The

relatke contributionof a selectivelyburnthole (18) to the total spectrumof the hole (15)

is descriied by fimction (8) which relatesthe homogeneous absorption spectrumto the

hole spectrum.

F~.1(5.3) shows the dependence of the hole shape on the burning time (dose)

andburningfkquency.
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F~.1(5.3). Dependence of the hole shape on the irradiation time (dose) and burning

frequency. Model parametersare ZPL ctlzl is a Lorentzianwith FWHM 0.3 cm-i, PSJ3

(1 - ct~)p~and IDF N(vo) are Gaussianswith FWHMs 40 and 100 cm-’, respectively,

Al= 34 cm-l,czl= 0.42, IaN= 0.052 S-l,Cz = O.(~ b, c) Holes burntat the IDF maximum

(vL=O)forls@t= 0.052), 60 s (kt = 3.12) and 600 s (M = 31.2), respectively.

Hatched area corresponds to the nonselective contribution~. + ~; (d) hole burnt at

vL= -212.5 cm-l,whenthe hole burningselectivhy reaches a ~ - the insetshows

a smallnonselective contribution(the hatchedarea) to the phonon pedestal [26, 27].
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5.3.2. Dependence of theZero-Phonon Hole Shape, 17Wth,Area, and

Depih on the Irrudiati”onTime (Dose)

The zero-phonon hole broadas and changesits shapeduringhole burningbecause

of gradual burning off impurily centers via ZPLwings and saturation. Therefore, to

determine correctly the hole wid~ one has to take rnto account this effeet by

extrapolatingthe hole width to the zero burningtime. Various aspects of the zero-phonon

hole burning kinetics have been studied by many authors (see refwences m [26]).

However, it was suggested m these papers that the burninglaser linewidth is fir smaller

tlianthe homogeneous Z3?Llinewidthm absorptio~ andhence m calculationsthe laserline

was considered as a delta fimction. For the allowed electronic transitions m organic

moleculeswhose Iinewidthscan be as smallas 10-3- 10Acm-l, this approximationis valid

only for the siuglef.iequency lasers having very narrow Iinewidtha of the order of

1 Mhz ( 310”3 cm-l). However, laserswith linewidthsm the range from 0.01 to 1 cm-l

are often used m experiments,Therefore, one’ has to study kinetics of hole burning for

various relationsbetween laserandZPL linewidths.

The zero-phonon hole spectrum is described by the convolution of the

homogeneous ZPL CUZl(V- vo) with the IDF M~vO- v~, t) of the ZPL frequencies of the

subsystem of centers burnt off selec&ely via ZPLS for a timet:

&(v - VL,t)= al ~ M~VO -VL,t)z,(v-vo)dvo, (19)
*

where the IDF is

M~vo - vbt) = N(vo){l- exp[- ctloqx ~ L(v’ - VL)Z1(VO- v’)dv’]}. (20)
-00

Here, ~v’ - W) is the laser line contour with a maximumat v~ 6 is the integrated cross

section for the homogeneous spectrmu Expressions(19) and (20) are valid for systems

without reversereaetiona.

The kinetics of hole burning is determinedby the time dependence of IDF (20) .

Consider this dependence. In the most generalcase, shapesof the laser line and ZPL can

be described by Voigt proties. ‘lWrefore, the convolution integralm the exponentialm

(20) is also can be descriied by the Voigt fimction [28]. h practice, the laser line shapeis

close to a Gauss& whereas the ZPL shapeis a Lorent.zim Therefore, we shallconsider



mmely thiscase without loss of generality. Consider thm diiXerentrelations between

widthsof the laserline andhomogeneous ZPL encounteredm experiments.

(a) The laserIinewidthis fhr smallerthanthe fiL width(3 << y)

h thiscase one can treatthe laserline as a deltafimction.Then IDF (20) takes

the form

[
ML(vo - vL) -1- exp -

kt 1I+(vO-vL)* /y* ‘
(21)

where k = Impcthg = Impis the rate of hole burning.It is easyto show thatthe half-width

(HWHM) of contour (21) increaseswith time as

<

[

kt 1.
m

r.=y –1
ln{2 / ~ + exp(-kt)])

(22)

Curve (22) has a weak inl.lectionwhich is diflicultto observe m experiments. The

broadening (22) is well descriied by the approximateexpressions

r~ = Y(1 + o.3kt) atkt<6 (23a)

and

rL “ @/h12 - 1) atkt>4 (23b)

The shapeof (21) graduallydeviates from an initial Lorentzian duringhole burning.‘II&

deviationis shown m F%. 2a(5.3) where contours (21) are presentedfor diilierentkt.

One can see that as kt increase%the rntensityof the contour wings begins to Ml more

rapidlythanfor a Loren- whereasthe rntensityat&e contour centerexceeds thatof a

Lorentzian.

Contours (21) can be approximatedfor differentkt by diflkrentVoigt fimction%

whose Lorentzianand Gaussiancomponents of widthwere cakmlatedm [26].

The areaunderthe

A.&t) = 2pgf(x)

contour (21) is descdxxi by the fimction

(24)
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Fig.2(5.3). Dependence of the shapeof [a) IDF (21) and(b) (25) on theirradiation

dose kt. Shapes 1,2,3,4 correspondto doses kt ‘.0.2, 3, 10 and 100, respectiwly.

Dashed lines show a Lorentzian(l?@ 2a) and a Gaussian(l?@ 2b) withhalf-widths

equal to tiat of the correspondingIDF at kt = 100. . . . .. . .

1

Fig3(5.3). Kineticsof the hole depthgrowtlr (1) hole m the IDF, (2 and3) holes m the

absorptionspectrumm the cases of &ussian andLorentzianZPL sbapeq respectively,

when the laser line iacxmaiderablynarrowerthanthe ZPL.
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considered in [30], where f(x) = x exp(-x)[J (x) + J (x)], x = kt/2; J (x) and J (x) are

modiiied Bessel fimctions of zeroth and first order, respectively. For smallkt < 1, one

can use the linearapproximationA(lct) = W@ andfor largekt E 20, A@) = 2(&t)ln y.

(b) The laserlinew=idthis k greaterthanthe ZPL width (6 >> y)

In thiscase the IDF (20) takesthe form

M~vo - v~, t) -1- exp{-kt exp[- (W - v~)2/~2j}, (25)

where k = Impcthcln& The HWHM of contour(25) is equalto

4 kt

1

L/2

r.= h2
ln[2 / {l+exp(-kt)]]

The broadening(26) is well approximatedby equations

17~= t@2)ln (1 + 0.18kt) atlc<2

(26)

(27a)

and

r~ = 5pu(kth.2)] atkt>3. (27b)

Upon hole burning,the shape of (25) deviatesgraduallyHorn an initialGaus@

its wings berng steeper,while at the line center the rntensity,on the contrary, be~mes

higher than for a Gaussian.For kt + co, contour (25) tends to a rectangularone (Fig.

2b(5S)).

The areaunder contour (25) is well approximatedm the O < kt <30 region by a

simpleexpression[30]

A@) = (n)m 5kt exp[- (kt)’n/2]. (28)
.

(c) The laserlinewidthis comparablewiththe ZPL width (6 -y)

In this case the IDF (20) hasthe form

MZV(V,- v~, t) -1- exp {- ktl?(~ x)}, (29)
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where F(zx) is the Voigtfimction[31] andk = Icwcd(n)~n&

The HWHM r. of contour (29) is determinedfrom the equation

~(a,rV)=(l/kt)h
2

1+ exp[-kW(a,O)]
(30)

usingthe tablesfor Voigtfimctions[31]. The dependence of the areaundercurve (29) is

describedby the “curve of growth” [30].

Considernow a change m the hole shape(19) m the absmption spectrumin the

process of hole burning. When the laser line ii much narrower than the homogeneous

ZPL, the hole shapes (19) at various kt are descriied by Voigt functions that are the

convolutions of the ZPL ahapewith Voigt approximations of hole shapesm the IDF.

The hole depthis describedby the finwt.ion

HHz$(O, t)= ~ l–exp -
kt 1}dv,

li-(vo -vL)/y2 l+(VO - vL)2~2
. (31)

The integralcan be easilycalculated[33]:

H~O, t) = 1- exp(-kt!2) I@t/2) (32)

Function(32) is shown m F~.3(5.3) (curve 3) together withthe fimction 1- exp(-

kt) thatdesm-besthe depth of the hole burntm the IDF. One can see that the hole m the

abso@on spectrumis saturatedmuch more slowly than exponentially.For comparison

the figure shows also the time dependawe of the hole depth in the case of a Gaussian

ZPL shapecalculatedfrom data of [33].

Ifthe laserline is much broaderthanthe homogeneous ZPL, the kineticsof hole

burningm the absorption spectrum corncideswith the kineticsof hole burningm the LDF.

Jnthe case of comparablelaserand ZPL Iinewidths,the broadening of hole m the

absorptionspectrum can be approximatelyobtained by a simpleA.@ along the ordinate

ax& of the curve of hole broadmiug m the IDF [26, 27].

Finally,note that all the resultsfor the hole area growth obtained above for the

IDF are also valid for the area of a hole m the absorption spm since these areasare

eqI@ as follows from (19) because of the normalizationof the rntegralof z(v - VO)to

e.
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Conclusions

We have presented our model calculations of shapes of selectively excited

luminescencespectra and persistentholes burnt by monochromatic her radiation m

inhomogeneous absorptionspectraof impurity molecules in amorphous matrices. All

the f=tures of selective luminescence excitation and hole burning were shown to be

determinedby the propertiesof the IDF of the excited subsystemsof the centersselected

by the monochromatic light from the total inhomogeneous ensemble of impuritycenters.

It was shown thatthe IDF shapestrongly depends on the excitationfrequency and on the

irradiationtime,which resultsm a strong dependenceof @e luminescenceandhole spectra

on these parameters.Analytic expressions were obtainedfor the luminescence-excitation

and hole-burning selectkity coefficient% as well as expressions relating homogeneous

luminescence and absorption spectra with selectively excited luminescence and hole

sp~ respectively. It was shown that for each impuritysystem there existaa detie

excitation frequency at which the excitation selectivhy reaches a maximum ,an~

therefore, the experimental luminescence (hole) spectrum is most close to the

homogeneous luminescence(absorption) spectrum The resultsof our model calculations

were confirmed by our studiesof porph~ cyanine dye% J-aggregates of cyauine

dyes, andpolymersm solutionsandthinflms.
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(1) Preparationand investigationof high-qualityvacumy depositedPPP Wn.s on different

substrates(dielectrics and semiconductors);

(2) optical studies of electronic excitationsm J-aggregatesby techniques of steady-state

fluorescence spectroscopy, selectivelaserspectroscopy, andtime-resolvedspectroscope

(3) preparation and study of conjugated polymers mixed with fidlerene C~ and

polyacetykme;

(4) the modern aspects of the selective laser spectroscopy of molecules and molecular

aggregates m disordered molecularsystems.

The main results are 8s follows:

(1) Procedures of preparation of high-quality

M&rent substrates (ITO, Sii GaAs and etc.) were

vacuum deposited PPP films on

developed. Dependenees of the

structureand optical propertieson the conditionsof preparationwere rnvestigate~

(2) Conditions of preparation of samples giving the high photohuninescence

quantumyield were found. The fluorescence I&times and spectra of highJyoriented

vacuum deposited PPP filmswere studied as a fimction of the degree of polymerization

The maximum fluorescence yield was achieved for the mean chain length of

approximately35 monomer units;

(3) Time-resolved fluorescence of initialmaterialsand polymer films on different

substrateswas measured. For high-quality films, the fluorescence decay times were

estimatedto be: for PPP on a quartz tl = L 1 ns, two-exponentialdecay on GaAs and Si

tl= l.Onsandtz = 4.1nsandon AUtl= 1.0nsandt2=2.1ns.

(4) The selective excitation of luminescencePPP thinfdms was pdormed at the

temperaturerange from 5 to 300 K The total rntensityof luminescence monotonically”

decreaseswith decreasingtemperature and the additionalvibronic structureappears at T

<200 K instead of a smooth red shoulder obsemed at room temperature. Spectral

positionsof peaks arevirtudy independentof the temperatureand the dependence of vm

on V= at 10 K difikrsonly slightlyfrom thatatroom temperature.

(5) The dynamics of photoexcitations m differmt types of J-aggregates of the

carbocyanine dye was tied at di%krent temperatures m frozen matrices. The

temperaturedependent process of phototradormation of one type of J-aggregate to

anotherwas discovered. The relatedpotentialbarrieris from 20 to 30 cm-l m height.

(6). The temperaturedependence of the fluorescence linewidthand of the Urbach

tail suggest thatthe staticdisorderdisappearsduring ex~on relaxation.The Stokes shift

seems to be determined completely by exciton-phonon relaxation(dressing) resulting m

the selt-trappedstate.

.
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(7) For quasi-one-dimensionalJ-aggregates, we found the systems where the

fluorescence spectra are determined either completely by rntrasegment processes

(localization) or by both rntrasegmentand rntersegment(energy transfer)processes. The

opticalproperties of relativelysimpleJ-aggregateswith pure rntrasegmentrelaxationmay

clar@ the problem of the relationshipbetween rntrasegmentand itersegmentprocesses m

the formationof luminescentstatesm more complicatedconjugatedpolymers.

(8) Conditions of preparation of highly crystalline~erene C. films by the

methodof vacuum depositionwere found.

(9) Composites of C~ with conjugated polymers PPV and polyacetylene (PA)

were prepared. Prehninary results on fluorescence quenching IR and resonant Raman

spectroscopy are consistentwith earlierreported uhrafhstphotornduced electron transfkr

from PPV to C~ and show thatthe electron transfixis absentm the case of the PA - CtSO

Composition

(10) Strong quenchingof PPV fluorescence was observed m the PPV -PA blends.

The electron transfkr from PPV to PA can be considered as one of the possible

mechanismsof the quenching.

(11) Model calculationsof shapesof selectivelyexcited luminescencespectraand

persistentholes burnt by monochromatic laser radiation in inhomogeneous abso@ion

spectraof molecules andmolecularaggregatesm amorphousmatricesarepresented.

The spectralband shapesstrongly depend on the excitationfrequency and on the

irradiationtime. The resultsof !hese calculationswere used for adequateinterpretationof

selectivespectroscopy data obtained for polymer filmsand J-aggregatesin thisReport

(Parts 1 and 2).

New Proposak

We areplanningto:
.. Continue studying the nature of electronic excitations m the linear molecular

SyStem$

developing the methods of preparation of new mixed vacuum deposited highly

orientedfilmsof conjugatedpolymers on various substrates.

In p&ticular,we planto study

(1) Optimumconditions of deposition of conjugated polymer iihns on semiconductorand

metalsubstratesandthetimeresolved fluorescence parametersfor these syst-,

(2) opticalproperties of sandwichesand mixed structomsof a@ugated polymer/CW and

of conjugatedpolymer/con.gated polyrnm,

fio
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(3) preparationconditions and fluorescentproperties of polymer thin films containingdye

molecules and J-aggregates;

(4) energy trander and specit.mldiilksion m thinfilms containingconjugated polymers and

J-aggegaresby the techniquesof persistenthole burningandfluorescence linenarrowin~

(5) luminescentparametersof the PPP film at elevatedtemperature.y

(6) transientpicosecond photoconductivity of conjugated polymers using the

Auston microstriplinetechnique;

(7) the dependence of fluorescence properties of molecular J-aggregates on the chain

(segment) length which can be controlled eitherby the preparationprocedure or by laser

irradiation;

(8) the properties of polymer fihn/LB @ polymer iilrnlsemiconductor, and polymer

iilndmetalrnterfkce$and

(9) pefiorm computer simulationsof lumines&nce characteristics of linear molecular

systems(polymers andJ-aggregates)

In additio~ we plan also use techniques of photornduced and electrornduced

spectroscopy, and study the electron-hole reco~mation in polymer films upon alpha-

particleexcitationfor monitoringof electroluminescence.
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